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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE - SATURDAY, JULY 15, 1967

Rain Fails To
Halt Taylor's
Campaigning
James I. Taylor, candidate
for councilman-at-large, made
three speeches at that many
churches o n 1 ast Sunday
morning, and appeared before
a fourth congregation that
night.

Youth,17, Shot Down
In Motiveless Murder

Despitethe
rain,
most --churches had good audiences, sA
and he was given a good ovation following his address.
Mr. Taylor, former city
school teacher and presently a
estate broker, is running as
as independent.

15c

aline Who Wanted To
Live Vietnam Casualty

Gun Used In Slaying
Traced To Burglary

"Mama, I don't know nothing!after enlistment, he was in
"I am free from any politi- about guns. I want to come Vietnam . . .in combat. That A 17-year-old boy leaving ;
cont rolled
cally
machine, home. I don't want to die may have been the reason a drive-in grocery store last
organization, group or indivi- in Vietnam."
he told his mother and grand- Friday night was shot
to
dual," he told his audiences on Those were the last words mother during his last visit death in what police have
CAMPAIGNING — Attachhome
April,
in the coming election is
in
1967,
that
accompany James Mere- Sunday, "therefore, I am that
Marine
he
Pvt. Andrew
concluded was a motiveless
0. W. Pickett, real estate
ing a sticker to a bumper,
dith for a few hours on his free to serve all of the citi- Currie, 21, spoke to his mo- "didn't know anything about murder.
broker. Mr. Pickett was in
boosting his campaign for
"March Against Fear."
and
grandmother on those guns." He felt that he The
zens of Memphis, regardless ther
victim
was Robert
councilman from District 7
Mississippi last week to
of race, creed, color, national his last visit to Memphis in was not adequately prepared Lee Redmond, son of Mr.
April. The youth was killed for combat.
origin or religion."
and Mrs. George Redmond,
additional
information
may
in
Vietnam
in action
at Ironically the boy's last let- Jr., of 1686 Netherwood ave.
write: Memphis Jazz testiQuang Nan by mortar fire ter home arrived in Memphis on Police said that
victim had
val, 139 S. Main Street, Memwhile in a defensive position July 4th. In it he wrote, "My been to the drive-in
on Walphis, Tennessee.
last week.
Dearest Mother: Just a few ker near McLean for some
His mother told of watching lines to let you hear from me. soft drinks, and was
headed
a television show of Vietnam I'm all right now. I'm on back to a car driven by a brothaction and said, "I saw the watch and it's about 12:00 er when
all of a sudden
bombs going off in the dis- here in Vietnam. It's cool
The city of Memphis will! However the name George
he was shot in the head by
tance and I knew Andrew was outside at night, but its
so someone he had never seen
get its first major jazz festi- Wein is fast becoming synoniin it. And that night my son hot in the daytime I have
August
Friday,
mous
before.
4,
jazz
with
throughout the
val on
came to me plain as any- watched from 2 p.m. till
was carried to John
when jazz impressario George world. In the past few years
thing, in a dream and said, 4:30 p.m."
Gaston hospital in a Fire DeWein, founder of the famed Wein has presented major festiWith the theme, "Register
"Mama."
Private Currie. who would partment ambulance
Newport Jazz Festival, brings vals in Europe and Japan, and
and Vote For Your Freedom,"
and died
In an interview with the have been 21 on July 17, leaves shortly
after arriving there.
the Shelby County Democratic
an all-star array of jazz has produced concerts in virtualmother. Mrs. Pearlie M. Cur- four brothers, Elmer Thomas,
"At the time he was shot,
artists to the Mid-South Coli- ly every corner of the globe.
Club of Ward 14, Precinct One,
rie, a graphic account of the William Thomas, Evans and we
didn't know who did it,"
Playboy Magazine has proseum.
met on July 7 for its annual
tragedy surrounding the life
rdry JCurrie,
a,andtwo
Carolynie
inspecr
to N. E. Zachary, head
Wein announced that the claimed George Wein as "the
election of officers.
and death of Pvt. Andrew sisters, Mary
and
of the Homicide Division
following artists would appear world's leading jazz entreElected were Mrs. Mattie Currie was established.
Currie. He w a s the eighty- the Memphis
ROBERT L. REDMOND
at this year's Memphis Jazz preneur," and he has been the
Police DepartPowell, chairman; Mrs. Mar- Young Currie was born in second resident of this area
ment, told the Tri-State DeFestival: The Jimmy Smith subject of featured stories in
garet Valiant, co-chairman; Brownsville, Tenn. He attend- to be killed in Vietnam.
fender, "but after an inten- fall.
Trio, Dizzy Gillespie and His Holiday
and the Saturday
Mrs. Louise Bell, secretary; ed Booker T. Washington High Arrangements for the young sive
investigation we arrested His father is head waiter
All Stars, The Ramsey Lewis Review, to name a few.
Mrs. Estelle I. Wray, assistant School until he quit school in Marine's funeral were not George
Earl Teil, 19, of at the
Trio. Nina Simone, The Her- Festival headquarters have
C olonial
Country
'secretary, and Herbert Boyd the ele-enita grade.
completed wver the past week 953 Melrose -and charged him
bie Mann Octet. and Cannon- been set up in Memphis, andi 0041 "
club, and the victim worked
chaplain.
He
spent
a
I
year
in
end.
He
the
will
be buried from with murder."
Adderly's Quintet. persons desiring a brochure or
ball
DIZZY GILLESPIE
at the club with his father.
Mr. Boyd, a LeMoyne College Youth Corps in California, Pentecostal Temple Church of The investigation
will
festival
The
utilize
revealed He was a member of Emsenior, spoke about his work then volunteered for the Ma- God in Christ where his mother that the Teil youth had "no rea- manuel Episcopal' church.
all 12,000 seats in the Midwith the Youth Service, Inc., rine Corps in December, 1966. is a member, and where he'son
facility
South Coliseum, a
whatsoever," to shoot Aside from his parents, he
and its efforts to assist young In less than seven months attended while in Memphis.
the Redmond youth, and there is survived by two sisters,
Wein staffers feel is one of the
men and women of the area
was no argument or any Mrs. Vera Pickett and Miss
finest in the country for the
who need guidance.
presentation of a jazz festival.
words exchanged between the Velma Redmond, four brothers,
two.
-Tickets to the festival will
Joe Willie Redmond, LivingsIn view of the importance of
Teil used a .25 caliber pis- ton Redmond, Richard
be priced at $3,.0 $4.00 and
the fall elections to all MemRichtol taken during a burglary mond of Memphis,
5.00, with all seats reserved. President Johnson intends In
1958, Alexander
was phians, the Shelby County
and George
a
successful
week or 10 days before Redmond, II, of
After 10
years of to nominate Clifford L. Alex- awarded the LL.B degree from Democratic Club members
Los Angeles.
will
presenting the Newport Jazz ander, Jr.,
the slaying in the Friday Mr. Redmond
of New York Yale Law School. While at canvass the area to urge all
said that
night
Festival in Newport, Rhode
murder,
and
admitted funeral arrangements on Monto be chairman of the Equal Yale, Mr. Alexander served eligible persons to register
that
he and three other youth day were incomplete
Island, George Wein, in 1960,
as President of the local before the July 17 deadline.
pending
LeMoyne is adding a dean
had been involved in at least word from
began a regional festival con- Employment Opportunity Corn. chapter of Phi Delta Phi
his son living in
of students to its faculty, the
six burglaries.
cert in French Lick, Indiana. mission, succeeding Stephen international legal fraternity.
California.
first in the history of the colYoung Redmond would have N. J. Ford
By 1962, the festivals had N. Shulman, whose
and Sons Funeral
term
lege,
it was announced this
been a senior at Booker T. home is
proved such a success (the
in charge of arrangeexpires July 1.
week
by
President
Hollis
F.
Washington
1961
event drawing
25,000
High school in the nients.
Price.
patrons in 3 days), that the Alexander, currently servIn the past, the college has
festival was moved to Cincin- ing as
deputy special counsel
nati, Ohio. In 1962 and 1963
operated with only an acadeto the President, has been
the festival drew large crowds
mic dean.
to Cart hage Fairgrounds, a member of the White House
Tabu over the new assignWASHINGTON — Elbert
and in 1964 was moved to its staff since 1964.
ment as dean of students is
present site, Crosley Field, Born in New York City on C. Robinson of Washington,
William H. Cross of 1731 Alcy
The Tabe rnacle Baptist Road. He has been an inhome of the Cincinnati Reds. September 21, 1933, Alexan- D. C. has been appointed
A
3 5 - y e ar-old
truckline fell on his porch near the
During this period, Wein also der attended Harvard Uni- Labor Attache in the Foreign church at 1662 Kendale will structor
at
C arver
High
laborer was shot to death early door. A
produced and directed similar versity, where he graduated Service of the United States. observe annual Young People's School since 1957 and served
broken bottle was
Monday morning in the Walker found near his
jazz festivals in Detroit, Pitts- cum laude in 1955. At Har- Robinson who assumed his Day on Sunday, July 16.
as guidance counselor during
body.
Home
community,
and Sheriff's The body was carried to John
burgh, Aust in, Cleveland, vard, he was president of the new position on June 26,
The guest speaker for the his last four years there.
deputies arrested the man's Gaston
Columbus and
Atlanta, in student council. His major will be assigned as Labor 3 p. m. service will be Rev. A graduate of Booker T.
hospital in a Snow
53-year-old father-in-law and Funeral
addition to the Newport Jazz was American Government, Attache to t h e American L. A. Mullen, pastor
Washington
High
Hom e ambulance
School,
he
of Early
charged
him
with the murder where he
Festival and the Newport Folk and he was elected First Mar- Embassy
received the bachelor of science.
was pronounced
in the
Hague, Grove Baptist church.
after he handed them the dead.
Festival.
shal of his class.
degree at LeMoyne in 1957 and
Netherlands.
pistol and readily admitted
Music will be furnished by the master of
education dethe choirs of Early Grove. Wal- gree in
that he was responsible for
WILLIAM H. CROSS
curriculum and inthe slaying.
ker Memorial and Tabernacle struction at
Memphis State
churches.
man
and
sophomore
University in 1966.
stu- Officers found the body of
Joseph Smith, Jr., and Miss He is on an intern program dents and supervise the re- Sidney Yancey, 35, lying at
the door of 3429 Rochester when
Dell Treadwell are co-chair- this summer at University cruiting program.
men of Young People's Day. of Iowa where he is observing His wife is Mrs. Glenneth they answered the call, and
operations of the dean of Moore Cross, a teacher at arrested Fred Kirkwood WilRev. Rogers Pruitt is passtudents and the dean of ad- LaRose
Elementary
School. liams, 53, who handed them
tor of the church.
missions offices. LeMoyne has They are parents of four eight empty shells and a pisa working relationship with children: Gerald, 13; Sandra, tol he had reloaded with nine
U. of Iowa.
10; William (Ricky), 8. and fresh bullets.
Members of the Ward 21,
At LeMoyne, Mr. Cross Kyra, 6.
Mr. Williams told officers Precinct One. Community
Imwill serve as chairman of Mr. Cross is a
member that at 10 p.m. Sunday night provement club endorsed Charthe
a d missions committee, of Mississippi Boulevard Chris- Yancey had come to the house lie F. Morris,
Sr., for the
coordinate the student ex- tian Church and Alpha
Phi to pick up two children who position of councilman from
change program, counsel fresh- Alpha fraternity.
had been staying with the District 7 to the City Council
Williams while the parents during a meeting held last
Ministers, laymen and their
were away from home.
week at the home of Mr. and
wives were entertained during
He said the man and the Mrs. M.E. Malone of
1013 Loona banquet held on Saturday
children left, and that about ey ave.
night, June 24, at the St. James
five minutes after midnight Mr. Morris made
a speech
AME church at 600 N. Fourth
he Was aroused by the ringing during the meeting and
talked
st.
doorbell and went to answer on equal job opportunitie
s for
R. B. Thompson, principal of
it.
all, protection for small busiCarver High school, was the DAYTON, Ohio — Nathaniel During the encampment caMr. Williams. a truck driver, nesses, and better working
toastmaster for the banquet Guinn, son of Mr. and Mrs. dets become familiar
with the told officers that when he saw conditions and wages.
held in the church dining room. Lucious
T. Guinn Sr. of 3031 life and activities on Air Force,that it was Mr. Yancey, he =- He also discussed better job
The guest speaker, Bishop Calvert Ave.,
Memphis, is par- bases and can examine career locked the door, held the storm opportunities for persons over
F. D. Jordan, was introduced
door for the man to enter, but 35.
ticipating
in a U.S. Air Force opportunities in which they
by Jesse Clarke. His topic was
was stunned when the younger Among the club members
"The Church and the Commun- Reserve Officers Tr aining might wish to serve as officers. man grabbed him by the arm present
were Mrs. M.E. MaCorps
(AFROTC)
training
field
ity."
encampment at Wright-Patter- Other highlights of the course jerked him out in the yard and lone, president; Mrs. Nettie
He told those gathered that son
began calling him a "no good Miller, Mrs. Virginia Brown.
AFB, Ohio.
include survival training, air sob."
the church must give its memMrs. Annie Spraggins, --Mrs.
bers "more than pious moral- Cadet Guinn is one of some craft and aircrew indoctrina- He said he shook loose from Margaret Mitchell, Mrs. Essie
ity" and must find expression 5,700 AFROTC cadets attend- tion, small arms training and his assailant, ran back into Prather, Mrs. Dorothy Ragland
ONE OF THE HOTTEST
Ramsey Lewis Trio arrives
ter," and "1-2-3." Featured In the "universal as well
as the ing four-week encampments visits to other Air Force bases. the house and got a pistol Miss Gloria Field, Mrs. Rose
for a concert. The trio is
acts in show business comes
with pianist Ramsey now is particular."
this summer at Air Force inhe always kept on a night- Marshall, Mrs. Mary Clear.
famous for such hits as "In
to the Mid-South Coliseum.
hassbt Cleveland Eaton and
Among the guests was Mayor stallations throughout the Cadet Guinn is a 1963 gradu- stand, returned and started Mrs. Marie Frison and memCrowd,"
August
"Wade Is the Wa•
Friday,
4, when the
drummer Maurice White.
William B. Ingram. Jr.
countryate of Douglass High School. shooting at Mr. Yancey, who bers of club's booster group.
- —

Memphis Will Be Host !
At Top Jazz Festival

Registration
Is Theme Of
Civic Meeting

LBJ To Nominate An Aide/
Alexander, As EEOC Chief

LeMoyne Adds A Dean
Of Students In Fall

Youth Day To
Be Celebrated
Labor Attache
At Tabernacle
Negro, Hague

Father-In-Law Held In
Walker Homes Slaying

Another Civic
Club Endorses
Charlie Morris

Bishop Speaks
During Banquet

Memphian Attends Camp
For Reserve Officers

Brand New Auto Tires $6.88. . Shop At Sears & Save
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JOIN THE

Fair Housing
Law Passed By
Joliet Council

King Rejects 3c1 Party
Presidential Candidacy

Nabrit Resigns At Howard
His retirement takes place
WASHINGTON — Dr.
James H. Nabrit has resign- immediately. Speculation as to
ident of Howard his successor has already be! ed
Uni
.C111
Dr. Nabrit, sect htti
as presiteFt is; sew= ye
is leaving err
extended boar.

fie iiiili(brsity's board of
not meet until
a national program designed to held at the Chicago Theological
However, the exeBy BETTY WASHINGTON
ItitC.'
a
increase economic opportunities Seminary on the campus of thel His retirerlieni
reetfmittee could meet
s announcJOLIET — The City Council
Dr. Martin Luther King, in a for Negroes
Goodman,
the
the
meantime a n d choose
in
Ernest
ed
by
ordinance
housing
passed a fair
University of Chicago.
news conference yesterday, rerelations his successor.
university's public
Tuesday afternoon The vote
program,
outlined
The
earlier
jected the idea of being a can- this week, calls for negotiations Breadbasket operates on the director
Howard University recently
was 6 to 1.
didate for the presidency on a with a major firm doing busi- premise that "Negroes need not Dr. Nabrit himself said his has been troubled by "black
patronize a business which deThe move was seen as an third-party ticket.
power" unrest which resulted
ness in at least 30 cities to se- nies t h e in
jobs or advance- leaving had nothing to do with
effort to keep Congress from reupgrading for
and
job
cure
jobs
plagued the in the suspension of several inunrest
which
has
rumored
that
the
been
had
ment,"
It
Dr.
King said.
jecting plans to build a $375
Negroes.
campus for the last several structors and the dismissal of
million atom smasher in Weston, rights leader might attempt to,
more than a score of students.
Established
in Chic ag o in months.
I run on the "New Party" ticket,! The Daily Defender learned
which is not far from Joliet.
April,
1966,
Breadbasket
b
a
s
party which reportedly yesterday that the firm consid\ The Joliet action took place hasthird
sought to team Dr. King ered most likely to be selected reached agreements with four
communia week after another
land child-care authority Dr in the initial project has ap- major grocery chain stores to
!ty in the Weston area, Whea- Benjamin Spock as running
proximately 900 national outlets.'recruit, hire, train, and promote
I ton, passed an open occupancy
i large numbers of Negroes, the
mates.
!ordinance.
Dr. K I n g's announcement Irights leader pointed out.
Dr. King said he w anted to came during a three-day conThe U. S. Senate is expected
any notion that this is ference called by Operation Another Breadbasket victory
squash
to take up the issue of the atom
"I have no intention Breadbasket, the economic arm I came when State Treasurer Adpossible.
smasher location Wednesday.
lai Stevenson. III, announced
Resistance to placement of the of standing as a candidate for of the rights movement, whose that state funds would be deposwant
to
do
not
...
I
any
party
members
would
s
e
t
the
jobs
smasher in Weston was expectbe the master or the servant negotiations in motion. T h e ited in Negro financial institu ,
ed to be strong.
for any party. My role is a membership is composed pri- tions—one of the main goals
Opponents of the Weston pro- different one." he said.
marily of ministers.
sought by the clergy group.
ject are opposed to placing the
leader
rights
national
T
h
e
Some
130 clergymen from 30 Dr. King praised the Leader•
smasher in an area where few
also announced plans to launch states a r e delegates to the ship Council f o r Metropolitan
Negroes are allowed to live.
of the millions of tax dollars to come from
Breadbasket conference being Open Communities for having
made a "good faith attempt" to
legal on-premises sale will go to education.
solve the city's housing problems. He said "Project: Good
Neighbor" had helped to convince him that Chicago is taking
more steps toward open housing
than any other city.

The hour has come

EXTRA REFRESHING....
SEC.AUSE IT'S RIEXIED
EXTRA DRY
CARLING !MEWING
C OMP AN 4,
RELLEYILLI, ILLINOIS

Add an *dm Om to your Mese
.r• •rth the good tests at Idttra
dry Stag Beer Stag tastes the way
beer shount D, not swan! That s
whet makes it exhe retresnAg.
AMU,
tonichll

ttimhbetel le A. S. 114.6..,
Mame •11 Or** /Awe 1177

figs gas

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds

Vote for
tax benefits

Price Of Food
Stamps Is Cut
To Help Needy

WASHINGTON (UPI) — Agriculture Secretary Orville L.
Freeman announced he was
cutting the price of food stamps
and taking other steps to provide food for those too poor to
help themselves.

Christmas Day New Year's Day
Labor WayMcBill of'Rights Day '
Columbus 4DayekThanksgiving
athan B.Torrest's Birthday
?Fourth of July- Poetry Day
4
'Battle o rNew Orleans'Day
'Day
St.Valentine's May
glag DayNcPan-American'Day
George Washington's Birthday
Tather's Day co Groundhog Day
crown Meeting Day ; Arbor Day
Susan B.Anthony's Birthday
Halloween Sadie Hawkins Day

Freeman said the new regulations would go into effect
first in Mississippi, where a
team of doctors told Congress
they found hundreds of starving children unhelped by federad and state welfare programs.
The new rules will be extended to other states as fast
as possible, F,,reeman told the
Senate Subcommittee on Employment and Manpower. At
any rate, he said, by the end
of 1967 "an expanded and improved diet will be available to
every citizen of Mississippi who
needs this assistance."

Mobutu ordered Congo army
troops to hold up an attack on
the Kisangani airfield until the
plane and its American crew
could carry out the mission.
The flight of the Hercules
transport appeared to be the
last chance to keep the hostages out of fighting.

'Everyday Interest
the easy road to financial success! Start your tourney today at First National.
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HOTEL BAKER'S LONG WHITE

strongman
The
president
went on Kinshasa radio Monday night to advise the mercenaries about the flight. He
said the plane marked "U.S.
Air Force" would fly over the
airfield and ask permission to
land.

1St

Citizens Committee For Beverage Control w. c wow.owes.

WE HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS. . .

Mobutu Orders
Mercy Mission
KINSHASA, The Congo (UPI)
— Congo President Joseph D.
Mobutu ordered a U.S. Air
Force plane on a mercy mission to Kisangani to rescue a
band of Europeans being held
hostage by rebel mercenaries

,•• by
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Under the food stamp program, the neediest have been
'paying $2 per person per month
for $12 worth of stamps whicks
, could be used like cash to pus, chase food,, Freeman said this I
price was being reduced to
50 cents per person.

First National savings accounts now pay interest everyday of the year,
Saturdays,Sundays & Holidays included!

vote
progress
on August 17th

Dr. King said it is unlikely
that there will be any open
housing marches this summer.
He did not, however, rule out
the possibility of rights marches
staged around other issues.
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36 MEA Delegates Attend

I RecIrr of Alexander nraher BeIrs First TrensenfRer

NEA Meet In Minnesota
Among the 38 delegates rep- Association prepared Tenney
resenting the Memphis Edu- see's hospitality booth, located
cation Association at the an- in the exhibit section of Connual convention of the National vention Hall.
Education in Minneapolis last Delegates to the convention
week were Paul Drake, presi- were -to vote for new offi7ers
dent of the MEA; Mrs. Maud. and committee members of
dean Seward, secretary; Mrs. the NEA on July 7. Mrs. Helen
Bernice A.E. Calloway, Mrs. Bain, teacher in Metropolitan
Pearl Clark, Mrs. Thelma Nashville schools, is a candiHooks, Mrs. Inez Morris, Mrs. date for re-election as a memRuby Spight, Hrs. Hattie Jack- ber of the NEA Esecutive
son, Mrs. Joyce Johnson, Mrs. Committee.
Celia Williams, O.B. Johnson
Joseph Westbrook and Nathaniel D. Williams.
Approximately 300 delegates
from Tennessee were among
the estimated 12,000 members
throughout the nation who
were present for the six-day
convention.
The theme for the meeting
was "Individual Commitment
to Professional Excellence.'
NPea President Irvamae Applegate presided at all convention sessions.
Dr. Willaim G. Carr, NEA
executive secretary, delivereu
Ms fifteenth and final annual
report to the delegates on
July 4. Dr. Carr, who will letire August 1, will be succeeded
by Sam M. Lambert, now PROMOTED IN KOREA—Serassistant executive secretary geant Curtis L. Coleman, Jr.,
for NEA information services. a 1964 graduate of Booker T.
Dr. Andy Holt, president of Washington High School, has
the University of Tennessee, been promoted to that rank
was scheduled for an address while on duty in Korea. The
on July 4 recognizing contri- son of Mr. and Mr.s. C. L. Colebutions Dr. Carr has made to man, Sr., of 1815' Bunton St..
the field of education.
he Is scheduled to return to
The Chattanooga Education this country on July 21.

members met in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. D. Armstrong of 1887 Ferber. Club
members flanking Mr. Morris, from left, are Mrs. Bertha Cobin e, Mrs. Julia

HOMEMAKERS
BACK
MORRIS—The L aRi ta
Homemakers club recently
pledged to support Charlie
F. Morris, Sr., in his quest
for the office of councilman
from District 7 when the

Pleas. Mr. Morris accepting
$25 cheek from the president, Mrs. Ann Falls, and
Mrs. Alma Morris, club
treasurer, husband of candidate and his campaign man-

ager. Back row, same order,
are Mrs. Tocra Smith, Mrs.
Bernice Jackson, Mrs. Cleo
Draper, Mrs. Janice Jean
and Mrs. Katherine Armstrong. (Withers Photo)

Insurancemen To Hear
Massachusetts Senator

nicest thing yeti COM

Just about the
Telephone service
say about telephone service is
that you don't give it a second
has been taken
thought. Every effort has been
made to make service consistent,
for granted
good. And reliable. You see,
service should be takeo
for over 90 years. telephone
to( granted.
What else that costs so little
And that's
gives you so much value?
the way it should he.
Southern Bell

Dent of Dillard University, New
Orleans, and Dr. Felton C.
Clark of Southern Universiti,
Baton Rouge wit ask questions. ,
Ernest Shel, CLU, vice president, Golden State Mutual
Senator Edward W. Brooke This will include a dialog Life Insurance Co., Los Angeof Massachusetts, only Negro panel in which two colleg e les, and William J. Kennedy,
elected to the U.S. Senate in presidents
representing
the M., vice president, North Caro- ,
this century will address the public put a series of questions lina Mutual Life Insurance
National Insurance Associa- to the industry about its aims Co., Durham, N. C. will reply
tion Convention in New Or-- and performance. Dr. A.W. for the industry.
leans in mid-July, H.H. Southall, association president, announced.

PATRONIZE TRI-STATE
DEFENDER ADVERTISERS

.44

;?

Special Savings
at Schilling
On Union!..

SENATOR BROOKE
Ile will speak at a banquet
July 19, honoring presidents of
the 46 Negro-managed companies that comprise the association. ,The convention will
be in session July 17-20, in the
Jung Hotel. Some 350 insuranca
executives and leading salesmen will attend.

WONDER BR

Mr. Southall, president of
Southern Aid Life Insurance
Co., Richmond, Va., oldest of
all N e gro-owned
insurance
firms in America, said the
meeting
will examine the
service mission of the companies.

In the new Sib-Fresh wrapper'
stays fresherto tastefresher!
You simply can't serve a fresher tasting bread than Wonder Enriched'
Bread, now packed in Wonder's,StaFresh plastic bag! This special bag
helps hold moisture in, and is actually airtight, too. Wonder's wrapper
has a plastic fastener that you simply
twist to open, twist to close. No inner
band makes it easy to take slices out,
put them in again.
When you see Wonder in this new
• wrapper you'll notice the Good Rouse,
keeping Seal. Yes,Wonder has earned
this famous seal...your added assurance that Wonder Enriched Bread is

baked with the finest ingredients for
a most flavorful and nutritious loaf.
The Seal is another good reason why
mothers will want Wonder Bread day
after day for sandwiches, toast, and
.with meals.
• Remember,. during the "Wonder
Years"—the formative yearsfrom one
through twelve—your children develop in many ways. They actually grow
to 90% of their adult height! To help
make the most of their "Wonder
Years" be sure to serve nutritious
Wonder Enriched Bread...now in the
Sta-Fresh plastic wrapper.

Is the news of your
club, your church, your
school, your civic group
showing up in your
newspaper?
If it isn't, there's
something y o u should
do about it. Appoint a
public relations chairman. Have that person
Tri State Defender,
JA 6-8397.

—

OVER
100 NEW

I•se

Cougars!

C7-

FULL.
PRICE
EQUIPPED
THIS PRICE INCLUDES-8 CYLINDER, RADIO, HEATER,
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION, WHITEWALL TIRES, DELUXE WHEEL COVERS, DELUXE SEAT BELTS, PLUS MANY
STANDARD ITEMS THAT OTHERS CHARGE EXTRA FOR

PLENTY OF OFF STREET PARKING AVAILABLE
AT SCHILLING ON UNION

We'll explain how
tour news should be
prepared, how it should
be sent in.

-

HIGHEST
TRADE-INS

INSTANT BANK
FINANCING

OPEN EVENINGS 'TIL 9 P.M.

/$
‘ 4,11-7 WONDER.
ENRICHED BREAD
•

HEY, NEIGHBOR!

e•-•

•

helps build stmng bodies 12 ways.

-Helps build strong bodies12 ways!.

If you're not getting
your fair share of coverage, that's a situation
we can help you correct

/ ON UNION

NOTICE!
Deadline for all news 5
p.m. Sunday.

LINCOLN • MERCURY • ENGLISH FORD

987 UNION AVE.
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Kenneth Cole

100% INLAID VINYL
FLOOR COVERING

Gets NSF Grant
Kenneth 0. Cole of 668 E.

WeLemore, a 1958 graduate of
LeMoyne C o I lege
and
a
general science instructor at
Lincoln Junior High School,
Is on a year's leave studying
toward the master's degree at
Fisk University in Nashville
Tenn.
The year of sjudy is made
possible by a National Science
Foundation grant of $5,417 He
is taking advanced courses in
chemistry and physic.
He is the husband of Mrs.
Barbara Hooks Cole, a Memphi
public School teacher and also
a 1958 graduate of Lemoyne.
They are parents of two daughters.

SECRET PRAYEA
FORMULA CHAR

You Con Buy on Len
Easy Terms Suiting Yoe,
Budget. Hurry, This Won't.
Lost Long!
All First Qwelity Merchandise--No Seconds
Top Name Brands—Call and Se* Per Yourself

Awnings
Canvas-Metal

PLANDAY
WOMAN'S
NERS—Members of committees planning for Womans
Day at Spring Hill Baptist
church are seen here following Pre-Woman's Day ac-

tivities held at the Spring
school.
Hill
Elementary
Seated from left are Mrs.
W. T. Harris, co-chairman
of tea; Mrs. Brady Johnson, general chairman of

Jesse Johnson, co-chairman
of Woman's Day; Mrs. Marcellus Jordan, Mrs. Wesley
Johnson, M r s. Cornelius
Boyd, Mrs. Roy McLemore.
Mrs. James Scott, Mrs. Paul

Woman's Day; Rev. Brady
Johnson, pastor of the
church; Mrs. Johnson
Smith, chairman of Tea, and
Mrs. Mack Matthews. Standing, same order, are Mrs.

Spring Hill Woman's First Baptist
Broad Plans
Day Is Next Sunday For Men's Day

..
buyer for your
ear, or a "'missy mochine to buy, or soar
orie to dean your
home? Just read and
use ofir ..

Classifieds
Mckson 6-8397

Rev. Brady Johnson is pastor \
of Spring Hill Baptist Church.
REV. P. L ROWE

Labor Attache

The Netherlands

:1 New Subscription Order
I

Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to address below
On* year $6.00 Six months $3.50
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER

Zone Ma

Street Address
City

Saute

For An Evening Of Pleasure
EnjoY A Good Movie

Play "Let's Go
To The Races"
You could win up to $500!
There ore 5 exciting races every
Saturday Night on Channel 5 C-TV
7 to 7:30 P.M. Get your friends and family
together and get ready for a fun-filled
evening with "Let's Go To The Races!"

$500 . WINNER

INNERS

$500 WINNER

•

MINUTE AUTOMATIC

$ 2 •ius
•aFp CAR WASH
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
•
Effective November 29 1965

•

TWO BEST PLACES TO GETMORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!
8/7
sowro

Mrs. tufts Wright.
1086 Nur

Mrs. Ethel Fleming
2328 Shasta

Ethel Mae Davis
Celeahos, Miss.

ow At Big Star
Bakery
Products

367 Union
527-4471
2989 Summer
. 323-5594

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM
TAILORS

OHS

I TO

I

1 -

•
•
• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH •

Before his appointment he
had been since 1948 attorney
advisor for the National Labor
Relations Board. He and his
wife are the parents of two
children.

218 S. Pauline

PATRONIZE
TRI-STATE
DEFENDER
ADVERTISER

co
Tel. 276-4431

HAIM ZE AWNING

BERT FERGUSON

a
sat ef Sin'. SI 25
•
Monday
U
sat open 8 A M to 6 P M.
Elbert C. Robinson of Wash- a
•
thru
• Sun. Open $ LK to 2 P M.
111
ington, D.C., has been appoint- •
Friday
a
ed labor attache in the Foreign •
Service of the United States.
a
He assumed his new position iii
3100 Summer at Baltic
limisammoommumsommumuse
has
been
ason June 26 and
signed to the American Embassy in The Hague, Netherlands.
HOEHN HAS GOT IT:
Born in Tallahassee, Fla.,
school
in
high
that
attended
he
state and his bachelor of arts
degree from Lincoln university in 1939 and his law degree
from Howard university in
1942.
Mr. Robinson was admitted
to the District of Columbia
and the Washington Bar Associations. He has served as
president of both the Washington chapter of the Lincoln
university Alumni Association
and the Rock Creek East Side
Neighborhood League.

WILLIAMS

0/1111111,1111811111•11111.81111111181111•11111111111W88110
•

Is Appointed To

Spencer, Miss Etta Standard, Mrs. Louise King, Mrs.
Mar va Chambers, Miss
Margaret Bess, Mrs. Harris
Mayhorn, Mrs. Ed Smith,
and Mrs. Doris McKinney.
(McChriston Photo)

EASIEST TERMS

as the Men's Day speaker tor
the church for three consecutive years. Noted as an eloquent speaker, he was formerly pastor of Arkansas Baptist
college in Little Rock.

Featured as the morning
speaker will be Bert Ferguson,
The Spring Hill Baptist member
of
the
Woman'sj Rev. P.L. Rowe, pastor of Igeneral manager of Radio
church observed its third Pre- Day Tea committee of Spring First Baptist Church Chelsea, Station WDIA. He will be inWoman's Day program held
will deliver the annual Men's troduced by A.C. Williams, pubHill. Mrs. Ford is one of
Day sermon at First Baptist lic relations director of the
at the Spring Hill school cafetorium on Sunday, July 2, and Spring Hill's outstanding work- Church Binghampton on Sun- station.
day. July 16, at 3 p.m.
Rev. B.C. Cherry is pastor of
it included a musical, fa- ers.
Rev. Rowe has been selected' First Baptist Church Binghamp
shionette and tea.
Other runners-up were Miss
ton.
The theme of the affairi Claudette Walters and Mrs. Suheld from 4 to 6
s sie Davis.
p.m'"
"The Key to Living is Giving."
It was termed a success by all The cafetorium was beautiwho attended.
fully decorated
with - magThe commentator for the nolias and spring flower s.
fashions
v, as Mrs. EuniceThe punch and cake were just
Bruce, well-known dramatis
as colorful as the flowers.
personality.
The members of the church
Mrs. Mattie F or d w a si
expressed
appreciation to Prescrowned "Mrs. Spring Hill,"1
and a bouquet of white carna- cott Fisher, principal of t h e
tions was presented tc her by school, for his cooperation.
Mrs. Barbara McLemore. a
Annual Woman's Day will be,
observed at the Spring Hill
church on Sunday, July 16.
Mrs. Brady Johnson is chairman, and Mrs. Jesse Johnson
co-chairman.

WONDER
WHERE
TO FIB

LOWEST PRICE

Send for Free Daily Blessings. He
to get what you want through tt
new way of Prayer. My Prayers a/
being sent out and blessings a
coming In. Mall stamped, so
addressed envelope to Rev.
Forster, P. 0. Box 56, St Albar

New York 11412.

Draperies
Slipcovers

All custom tailored. Samples shown in your horn*
without obligation. Easy terms.

PSYCHO-PHYSICAL
PRAYER TEMPLE

t

6' wide rolls. Largest stook
wt.
s in city for immediate delivery at greatly redived
ark.. Cell us for flit'
estimate and samples.
Convince Yourself Of
This Special Value

tit

INC.
248 Vance Ave,

JA 7-9320

Memphis, TillInitS$641
"YOUR Company U olivt What Yoe Ask Fee And
Creates What You Think Or

Round Top
Bread
Lb
14
Sandwich
Bread
20 Os. 23#
Hamburger or
Hot Dog Buns...8's
254
Brown 'n
Serve Rolls
V.

Number 1 Choice
Quality Stamps
The No. 1 stomp of Mid-America because it takes less stamps
to fill more books
less books to obtain famous Brand-Name gifts. No. I because
there's something
in the Quality Stomps catalogue to please every member of the
family. Start
saving Quality Stamps today and get a bonus with every purchase.
You'll be
surprised how fast they accumulate!
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Church Services At Nursing Home

Teachers Attend UT

Church services for real- the first and third Sundays of
dents of the Marked Tree Nurs- each month by Rev. C.S. Smith
ing Home at Marked 'Tree, of West Memphis, Arkansas.
Ark., aro being conducted on manager of the nursing home.

Home Ec Institute
Miss Elizabeth Anderson and i Security, the Children's Bureau
Mrs. Marie G. Harris, are and the U.S. Department of
presently participating in the Keith, Education and Welfare.
Institute for Occupational . Hotn1
.
and
outlines
Instructional
Programs . being materials for occupational proEconomics
held at the College of Home grams in child care services
Economics
at theUniversity and food services will be defo Tennessee, Knoxville, Theya
mks teachers at Mitchell Road veloped during the Institute
and Hamilton High Schools. Class members are participating in field trips and laboratory
along with schedThe purpose of the Institute experiences,
classes.
uled
is to prepare home economics
teachers in vocational educa- Mrss Elizabeth Anderson is
tion for teaching in gainful in the Foods Service section
employment programs in Ten- and plans to initiate a Foods
nessee.
Twenty-six
partici- Service Training program at
pants frotn throughout Tennes- Mitchell Road High School in
see are enrolled in the program September 1968.

When I take a case, I thoroughly
study the background.
Events happening years before.
can win a day in court,'

”Maybe that's why I picked
Gordon's London Dry Gin.
Good English background.
Dry the way I like
Charles E Ourd Attorney Advisor to the Slauson Washmoton
Coorduoing `..'ouncil. Counsel for The Bank of fmance, Achosor to Operation
Bootstrap. is one of the most successful young lawyers in the Southwest

Marie Harris is in the
Dr. Nell P. Logan, Head of Mrs.
Development seciton and
Child
Horne Economics Education at
operating a Child
the College of Home Econo- is presently
Center at HamilDevelopment
mics, is coordinating the sixSchool.
Higb
ton
weeks program. Miss Katherin
A. Stooksbury,"assistant directo
of Nursery Schools and assistant professor Child Development, P e n nsylvania
State
University, is in charge of the
Child Development program.
Mrs. Anne Cook, Instructor
in Institutional Management,
Is supervising the participants
I
in the Foods Service section.

PATRONIZE
TRI-STATE

Several guest speakers will
be addressing the froups including personnel from the
State Department of Education, representatives of the
Occupational Development Co-ordinating Unit, Employment

DEFENDER

A FAREWELL BANQUET
was held recently at the
Holiday Inn Rivermont in
honor of Mrs. Cora P.
Smith, who retired as cafe-

Douglass High school cafe.
teria. Frm left are Mrs.
Margaret Toler, coordinator; Ms. Biggs, Mrs. Dorothy

Greene, visiting manager:
Mrs. Smith, Mrs. Johnnie
Weather, chairman; Mrs.
Selma Smith and Mrs. Ve-

Recorder Thinks He Has Winner In Cory Cornell

cisco, Los Angeles and
Roy Brown, recording artist In his current t o u r, Mr. crative career."
whose compositions inclu d e Brown says he is guiding Mr. While traveling, he will be Houston.
to what will be a
"Hard!Cornell
_
I' Good Rocking Tonite,"
promoting two compositions Cory Cornell was reared ml
Luck Blues." ''Big Town," and
and recordings by Mr. Cornell, Chicago, later moved to Lis
"Turn Around" and "When Angeles, and met the Browns
, many others was a recent visiYou Got Married," as well as by "accident," literally speaktor to Memphis.
his own new offerings. "Baby, ing.
Mr. Brown was on a tour of;
It's Love" and "Going Home.'
Mrs. Brown's car had been
and!
Mid-West
South,
the
Mr. Brown is the owner of involved in a collision, and the
!
Eastern states promoting his
the new recording firm named six-foot-two Mr. Cornell hapnew records, and his new singGert Records and the publish- pened along and offered her a
ing find, Cory Cornell, whom,
ing firm, Gertie Music Publish- ride home when her car was
he believes has "a new sound! The Hiawatha Art and Gar- ing company, named for his towed off by a wrecker. A few
with much feeling and soul." d en club's June meeting was wife Gertrude They live M weeks later he came by the
created m
Gordon s
Gert studio for his first reheld at the Lelia Walker Club- .Los Angeles.
London. England m 1769.
cording session.
s 1018 bogest seller m England.
house, and members heard re- He reports
that the new reAmenca and Me world
ports on the recent State Fed- I cordings by
Mr. Cornell have "As one who has gone all the
eration held in Chattanooga. had good
P*ODUCT OF US 100% Wilk SMITS 01$111.11.0 Fiat au'90 P1001 C0100NS DIY GM ca..00 tmkts.m.k.
response and . are way myself," Mr. Brown says,
Mrs. Ernestine Martin, chair- being played
frequently by disc "Cory has what it takes to get
the
that
reported
Art,
of
man
jockeys in Oakland, San Fran-Ito the top."
trophy
City Federation won a
for scoring the highest number
of points with its Art Display.
Mrs. Mauddean Seward made
a report on the sectional meeting and the general sessions of
the meeting.
Other members present were
Mrs. Willa Arosco, Miss Annie
L. Thcimpsen, Mrs. Mary E.
.Murphy, Mrs. Mary D. King,
Mrs. Annie Mitchell, Mrs. Jessie Lockhart, Mrs. Mildred
Crawford, Mrs. Amanda Smith,
Mrs. Winnie Hill, president,
and Miss B. C. Lenoir, reporter.
CORY CORNELL

Hiawatha

ADVERTISERS

THE EMBASSY CLUB:
Presents:

"THE FATS SONNY COMBO"
Dining & Dancing
Open Seven Nights A Week

JAZZ SHOW
Every Sunday Evening
From '5 p.m. to 9 p.m..

We.Cater to Private Parties
1252 E. McLemore Call 942-9290
Nose. Lynor,. Manager -----

,
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Club Meets At
Lelia Walker

THANK YOU FOR YOUR BUSINESS
1966
WE INVITE YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS
1967

MADISON CADILLAC
2 LOCATIONS

526-8207
327-8451

341 UNION AVE.
2577 POPLAR AVE.

Standard ofthe-World

COUPE DE VILLE

IN MOTORING PLEASURE

DE VILLE CONVERTIBLE

AND OWNER LOYALTY
4'%'•

HARDTOP SEDAN DE VILLE
r

teria manager of Caldwell
school, and
Elementary
Mrs. Nellie R. Biggs, who
retired from managing the

MADISON CADILLAC
OVER SO CARS IN STOCK TO CHOOSE FROM
27 MONTH WARRANTY

Most Diabetics

Climb
the highest
moun ain

5

Stricken After
,Age 45 Years
It's yes and no whether dia
betes can be prevented, reports
a University of California professor.
"The onset of diabetes can he
delayed several years by early
recognition of its sympotoms
and appropriate treatment," Dr.
Peter H. Forsham said. "Occasionally it can be prevented
in this manner."
Forsham, president of the
San Francisco Diabetes Association, observed that only five
per cent of all diabetes victims
contact the disease during
childhood. The vast majority
get diabetes after age 4.5.
"A history of diabetes in the
family should make one watchful for signs of the disease," he
said.

9
6

Cubans Still
Fleeing, Says
Coast Guard
WASHINGTON — The commandant of the U. S. Coast
Guard says as many people are fleeing Cuba today
as there were during the
height of the Cuban revolution.
Adm. W. J. Smith told
a House appropriation subcommittee in testimony made
public Sunday that the Coast
workload
patrol
Guard's
has remained almost constant
over the past year.
the
of
much
"Although
public interest in the original
exodus from Cuba has died
past year,
the
in
away
there are almost as many
people leaving the country
different I
various
by
now
of tr ansportation,"
means
he testified.
Rear Adm. M. A Whalen,',
the
said
staff,
of
chief
Coast Guard runs two continuing patrols, one known
as the Cay Sal Patrol, the
nearest point to Cuba and
an area
where a lot of
refugees are making their
escapes.
-We ha‘e a major vessel
of patrol at all times and run
a continual aircraft patrol
in areas involved," Whalen said.

Let yourself go with Bancardcheks
Visit a mountain retreat, go surfing in the
Pacific or visit Expo'67 this summer. Just be
sure to take Union Planters Bancardcheks
along. You can use them anywhere, like travelers checks, but you don't pay a fee for them

and you get a $500(or more)loan privilege.
For details, come into any Union Piasters
Family Banking Center or phone 523-29U..
Let Bancardcheks help make this yotw best
vacation ever!

Union Planters
81,1h k OF Mk MP*S
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JACKIE ROBINSON SAYS...

WAITING IN THE WINGS

*ye

The New
eg
Tri-State Defender "cu.
"This

South', Indoponclont Meekly"

By JACKIE ROBINSON

Home Office: 236 South Danny Thomas boulevard — IA 6-8397
JOHN IL SENGSIACKE
W1I:l"fit4:11 A. Sk;NGSTAt I(E AlcCANN L. REID
••
BRYAN't T. WILLIAMS,
.. .
iZAY A. WICKS

Work Beyond The
Hot Summer Time
It is reassuring to know that
there are some people in high
places whose concern goes beyond "long, hot summer." It
is good to know that they realize that there are nine more
months in the lives of the kids
who are ghetto-bound psychologically, as well as physically.

Publisher
General Manager
Editor
Advertising Manager
'ircill•ition Manager

But hold on! There is another
partner - a partner representing the private business sector. When the Wilson Spotting
Goods Company learned 'thou
the project, they promptly dispatched their Field Division
Manager, J. W. Campbell, to
let us know that the company
stands ready to offer any assistance it can.

-Aszriptlon wet Ono titor, $4; six months, $3.50. ("1.y•or -spacial SubicrIptlen tete
310) Thu Tri-Stert• D•fendet Does Net Trek* R•sponsibility for unsolicited Man u scripts
it Photos. Publish•d Every Thursday by th• New Tri•Stot• Publishing Co. Second
Cosa Postai* P•51 at baganabkila. Ton
Limier Act of Mitch 2, 111711.

must say that I have been
When such aware people I
privileged to know many fine
come from the top echelons of
business executives. But, in
government, Ule community
my opinion, Mr. Campbell is
and
the
National Aivisrtising Nopeftsentatives
indus•
one
of the most dedicated.
AMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC.-310 Madison Avisnuis, N•ve York 17, N.Y.
trial
c o mplex
He is not only a good, practiand are willing
cal businessman. He is also
to join hands
SERVINS 1,081,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI.STATE AREA
sensitive to the needs of our
help
to
the
youth. To Mr. Wilson, one besociety, you can
half of Governor Rockefeller
bet that someand Director of the New York
thing good is
State Division for Youth, Milbound to hapLuger, I want to publicly
ton
pen.
express deep appreciation.
I have a spe50W1 NSON
cific
example.
I also appreciate the sincere
The Community Development attitude of the Governor and
Agency, one of New York his conscientious youth diCity's Human Resources arms, rector. I am encouraged by
has joined hands with The their deep interest in the year
The vote to censure Sen. Thomas fore the House. The recommendation
New York State Division for round, long-range
problems
Joseph Dodd came after he had been was turned down. Powell was thus exYouth to organize one of the which require intelligent somost interesting youth pro- lutions. Many programs are
given an opportunity to present his case cluded from membership in the 90th '
grams ever launched.
being
throulhout
developed
to the Senate and defend himself Congress.
the State of New York whim
Administration
of what ;s other states
against the accusation of wrong doing
would do well to
to be known as The Police
Relentless critic. of Powell pretend
and unethical conduct. But after all
observe.
Baseball
League,
will
be
irt
the deliberations were over and some of to find no identity between the two
the hands of the capable and So my hat is off to the
popular Chief Deputy Inspector Police Baseball League. I have
the senators had had a chance to let cases. If there is a distinction it its to
Lloyd Sealy of The New York absolute confidence in the
loose their oratorical fireworks, Dodd be found in the amount of money
City Police Department. So ability of Chief Sealy and his
retained his seat. Thereupon, Adam charged against the two men and which
here we have state, city, police staff to do a good job. You'll
NAT. D. WILLIAMS
helping a great segment of the
By
ETHEL L. PAYNE
and community about to be in- be hearing more about this
Clayton Powell cried out from his island brought them into open conflict with
population of this affluent land.
WASHINGTON — All pend- volved together in a creative program - and more ablut
resting place in Bimini that "an ob- their Congressional colleagues. Perhaps The Vice President of the
From this "point of view" ing rights legislation for this and meaningful effort which is ways in which you can help.
a
sharper
distinction
is
that which United States Mr. Hubert Humscene distinction between justice for
(ANP Feature)
Vice President made states- session of Congress may be not just a summer project.
phrey, spoke to an audience
white men and justice for black men in Powell pointed out when he said with ef
tabled as the "price" for
manship
sense.
It
is
a
fact
more than ten thousand
characteristic frankness, "Powell to
routine Senate confirmation
America" has been made
persons (live) at the 105th con- that too many public school
black and Dodd is white, so Powell was vention of the national teachers are in the ranks of Thurgood Marshall as
Supreme Court justice.
Powell was excluded from the 90th unconstitutionally excluded and Dodd Educational Association. Folk
of those who contribute to
from every state in the Union
Congress for alleged misuse of House was constitutionally censured. Are
the destruction of disadvan- Old Hands on Capitol Hill
all
travel and payroll funds. His case in.. Americans proud of this brazen incon- were present. The overwhelm- taged youth. That is one of say Southern Senators' uning majority of them were.
Mrs. Lena
Ervin. sister and Mr. Fowlkes' sister. Mrs.
the strongest argument against usual silence in the wake of
volved $46,228 in government funds. sistency?"
public school teachers,
integrated classrooms. In too President Johnson's nomina- of Mr. Heiskel Chapman, pass- Martha More and other relaDodd's case involved private use of po..,
Vice President used many so-called -integrated" tion of Marshall is a tip- ed early Sunday morning. At tives here.
Of course it is an inconsistency Theoccasion
litical contributions amounting to more
the
wisely. He told classrooms there are "on- off to the horse trading to General Hospital. The
. • •
funeral
which
Congress
will
be
hard put to ex.. the teachers a lot of fundamen- Integrated" t e achers. Such come.
than $116,000.
Mrs.
Martha
was
Burl is under
held
Wednesday
at
8
plain and which cannot be defended on tal things that they should teachers are in a strategic The only Senator to sound p.m. from First
medical treatment
at the
Baptist
Church
position
defeat
to
anything
hear.
Among
items
menthe
A special House committee recom- the basis of logic, fair play or codes
on Marshall's appointment Remains were laid to rect in Gibson General clinic.
of tioned was one that stood the Federal anti-segregation off
was
Strom
Thurmond, of
mended that Powell be required to ap- ethics. The disparity in treatment
• • •
is,forth most vividly in the laws may stipulate. They South Carolina, and even Cainnes Chapel Cemetery.
pear under escort of the sergeant-at- bound to be more than a
refuse
can
to call on bright his
• • •
Wesley
Doublas
Williams
objections
were
mild
footnote to mind of this listener.
Negro kids to recite what
arms to submit to formal censure be- history.
Mr. Arthur Holden was ad- left this week to spend the
standards.
remindedi they have learned. Thus adding by his usual
Mr. Humphrey
•
•
•
mitted
Gibson
to
General , summer in St. Lows, Mo.
the teachers of something to a sense of frustration. They
Some
weeks
agq,
the Nat- Hospital on June 24th. Rev. Mrs. Rose Reece and Mrs.
that is happening to the can act mean and low-down
Martha Reid left this week to
disadvantaged
c h i ldren
of in their "integrated" class- tional A 1 'lance of Postal C. W. Wade was admitted I visit
relatives in Detroit, MichiEmployees
Gibson
to
General
charged
Hospital
the
America. He said there seems rooms and destroy the minds
gan. Mr. Bertha
Barham,
to be some kind of under- of children. They can wrap U. S. Post Office with "gross , on June 26th.
Mr. Fred Lathan, Floydell
discrimination
"
and
called
children
standing to keep such
• • *
their
responses
e o tional
disadvantaged. He said tests and leave them with perma- ffor immediate action to pro- Mr. Robert Easley Jr., ot Blake, Mrs. 0. R. Banks.
Bruce Banks and Bob Gentry
vide
equal
employment
opare used to prove they are nent scares of inferiority.
Indianapolis, Ind., spent the left Saturday
for
portunity
for
all
Detroit,
postal
em-,
unfit for college. Pressures They can squelch the souls of
week-end, visiting his father -yaw sit paannouue
ployees.
are used . . . usually by teach- children,
Mr. Robert Easley Sr. and oione
leave
them
and
jo uooal ueatlawe,
ers, to see that they join the permanently warped in their Recently. the Post Office relatives here.
10
00Z
1s10 eJlOsi anaV
ranks of the drop-outs. Steps relationship with God. They Department
announced
the
• • •
The Western powers are being and leading to disaster and bankruptcy. are taken by the power struc- commit murder in the class- "upgrading" of
• * *
its employMr. and Mrs. Elbert Elder Acue Niire Oist,
to keep them in the room, in short. And many ment opportunities program
200 of the
frightened into coercing Israel into sur- Ghana and Indonesia have shown, to ture
Chicago,
are visiting American Legion of Trenton,
slums from which they have of them do. White teachers in an effort to meet Presi- of
rendering her gains, which would leave their enormous advantage, that it can been hatched. Teachers scorn can do it with the scorn of dent Johnson's federal equal their mother, Mrs. Lillian Tenn., announced its attenWade, and attending to busi- dants to Boys' State,
them. Exami nations and not calling Negro kids. Negro employment directives.
held
her exposed to even greater risks of an- be done.
ness matters.
other scholastic programs seem teachers (mostly black folk)
at Cookeville, Tennessee on
June 2 through 9th. They innihilation than before. This is a time
* * •
President Nasser is hoping for a geared to prove to the dis- can do it with their nre;orl••- • Postmaster General Lawadvantaged kids that they ie favor of light-skinned Ne- rence O'Brien said the office
Mr. Robert Bryant is visit- • cluded Charles Gil, 410 Brooks
when, if common sense enters into the massive Afro_Asian vote at the United are unfit for life in modern
would become a full division
ro kids.
his brother. Mr. James Ave.,
lag
and son of Mr. George Gill
policies of the great powers, they will Nations. He has ceaselessly argued'society. The system seems
of his de partment with Bryant,
Mrs. Lilly Gill; Michael
Jr.
in
St.
Louis. Mo.,
Mshire, of East Central Street.
surely agree to stand aside from the that the struggle of Arab nationalism is, geared to make the disad- Negro parents need to wake additional staff under Assis- this week.
van age
up to the fact that despite tant Postmaster General Rison of Mr. and Mrs. Ephariam
peace_making as they did from the bat_ a part of black Africa's struggle, and tration
• • •
. . .and become deli- the fact that they may get chard J. Murphy, chef of
Manire Jr.
tle. When both Israel and the Arab states has backed Pan_Americanism. Now he quents. welfare recipients and their black-skinned offspring personnel.
Mrs. James Bramt and famihave recovered their balance,- self-inter- must be hoping for some return. But as beggars. That, in essence set up in a so-called white However, Ashy G. Smith, ly of St. Louis, Mo., are visiting
was what the Vice President or integrated school, that's
her mother, Mr. Plly
est must compel them to the negotiating far as East and West are concerned, of the United States, in no guarantee that he still president of the NAPFE. with
Jordan. And Mr. and Mrs.
took
close
look
at
a
the
table in a mood to make mutual conces- there has been since the fall of Presi- issuing a challenge to the won't be segregated . . .and
Sam Fowlkes and family of
prop osal
new
and
prosions.
dent Nikrumah of Ghana a lessening of teachers of America to become in the worst possible manner. nounced it "tokenism," a mere Dorragnac; Mich igan are
personally involved in the great The Vice President suggested
spending the holiday weekinterest by Africa in Middle East poli-\responsibility of salvaging andlsomething there!
show of improvement which end with Miss Fowlkes,
their
The great powers should now ensure
is in fact only a further mother, Mrs. Beulah
tics.
Moore
that both are given a chance to work out
dilution of the EEOC.
and sister, Mrs. Plly Jordan, MEXICO
City — A foreign
For example, Smith said,
freely by themselves mutually acceptHowever, African leaders have not
office spokesman indicated
present
the
three
of
staff
able terms of peaceful co-existence. forgotten the fact that Israel hat
Mexico might recognize t h e
will be dispersed to regional on the matter.
0.
•
tiny self-styled republic of
Jews and Arabs must learn to live to- strongly supported the African libera
• • •
offices
and
this
amounts
Anguilla — population 6,000
to demotion, with the possi- Genocide Mississippi Style.gether. Developing countries should tion movements against Portugal, Rho
—
east of San Juan.
they
bility
will Six doctors reporting on a
that
get rid of regimes based on hysteria desia and South Africa.
SAN FRANCISCO — Ev. The Fair Housing Act pro- eventually leave the service study made possible by the Anguilla broke away from
the British associated state
dence in a case charging
Field Foundation corrobora- of St. Kitts-Nevis
vides that t h e conciliation for better positions.
last month
what
ted
has
long
been
praise
While
he
had
for
known: and asked to become a U.S.
Vacaville trailer court owner endeavors fail, a panel of
that many Southern Negroes, territory. When the United
and
manager
with
racial commissioners will hear the Paul Nagle who has been particularly
in Mississippi are States turned down the plea
direc tor of the
named
discrimination in refusing a evidence, decide whether an
new division and his asso- starving.
Anguillans decided to
the
Negro family rental space act of discrimination occured ciate,
Eva
Tuggle, Smith They said they saw evid- become a republic.
ror a house trailer will be and, if so, issue orders for a thinks they will have little ence
of vitamin deficiencies "Our guiding principle in
heard here July 24.
remedy. Commissioner Del- real authority. He plans to in every child, bone di- foreign affairs is the free
The accusation in the case lums will not participate as a ask for a conference with seases, severe anemia, and determination o f p eoples,"
member of die hearing panel. Postmaster General O'Brien lung and heart diseases.
the Mexican spokesman said.
was filed by FEPC Commissioner C. L. Dellums under provisions of the California Fair Housing Act which
FEPC
administers. It
Out of the doubts and speculations much of a gain in tile "eventual choice"
charged that Sylvester V. ClayI r
on the race for the Republican Presiden- tabulation. Instead, it is Sen. Percy and ton Jr. was refused because
tial nomination, some realities are Gov. Ronald Reagan of California who of his race when he applied in
October 1966 for space
By HARRY GOLDEN
housing and urban renewal, an- York City every day. The train He was off only by $20,000
emerging, as a recent survey discloses. come into the forefront in the estimation 60-foot house trailer atforthea
for $100 million for middle- is populated by brokers, bonds- and that is how far some of us
Though no marked changes are reflect- of Republican leaders, with Sen. Percy El Matador Mobile Home As is the wont of New York nthe
housing.
income
men and investment bankers are out of touch with reality.
Park,
777
Alamo Road. Vaea- politicians, Governor Nelson
ed in the attitudes of state GOP chair having a slight edge over the governor
snd one night this reporter
ville.
Rockefeller
ventUred
concluded.
He
down
"If
I
get
on
you
rode home beside one of these The citizens of Shawneetown.
men representing every geographical of California.
/ iyour friends, madam to hack
Named in the accusation,the Lower East Side of NM,
'prosperous
bankers and they Illinois, have recently apologizregion in their choice of Richard M. Nixed for its hank officials who,
The survey reveals that Nixon, were L. D. Flickinger and York answering questions on those bond issues, and then the fell to talking.
the sidetvalk during his last right candidate is elected . ."
in 183n, turned down a request
on, under close questioning about their Percy, and Reagan appear
to be about the L. D. Flickinger Com- campaign. A lady came up and
The reporter asked the bank- for $300 made of them by the
final choice the certainty about Nixon neck and neck at this point-she looked up at him
-in terms of pany, p r operty managers, said that she couldn't find a nThensaid,
er what kind of reading he pre- City of Chicago. The Shawnee "I should live so
fades.
ferred and the banker replied town bankers thought Chicago
the man these leaders feel will emerge Los Angeles, and Charles place to live she could afford. long?"
J. MacDonald, resident manahe favored detective stories and was too far away ever to be"Madam," said the Governor,I Sometimes all the cosmetic
Many of the ieaders polled by the as the party's final choice. No one ger of the court.
then they fell to talking about come much of a city.
"I understand your problem. I ads distress me. The constant
Christian Science monitor's survey ad- doubts that the influence of state chair- The case will be heard am very concerned about this application cf these make me featherbedding and how the un- The
population of Shawneebefore
a
panel
of
Fair
Emions were running roughshod
mit the possible emergence of another men in the 1968 election will be consider- ployment Practice Comquestion." He think that women are trying to and
wrecking the economy. The town today is not one per cent
had boned up submerge themselves in some reporter
candidate. The man that is rapidly able. Often, when there is no GOP gov- missioners starting at 10 a. m.
ventured the sugges- of Chicago's although it was
carefully
sort of pancake-makeup ice- tion
o
in
Room
4190
at
455
ernor,
Golden
they are their states' most powerthat perhaps a man de- he first town in Illinois to have
looming on the horizon as a dark horse
the subject of berg. Which leads me to be- serves
Gate Avenue
a fair day's pay for a a bank. All of which goes to
with strong and perhaps unbeatable sup.. ful political forces at the convention.
housing and ex- live the older a woman be- fair
day's work and the banker prove bankers are no Jeremiahs
plained in great comes, the less she is scrubbed agreed.
either.
port of the moderate wing of the party The opposition, among the rank and
detail that — and the more she is pol'
4111
'
'
11110."14/11
,
1
01,14.C:
file,
is
massing
against
Nixon. By con_
is Sen. Charles H. Percy of Illinois.
• • •
there were two
So the reporter asked the
vention time it may be too formidable to
bond issues on A friend of mine who works banker to guess what an odiMichigan Cy,.v. George Romney, with overcome — hence the
the ballot —one as a reporter for a large metro- nary reporter 's salary was and
possibility of a To clean copper, pour salt
only a handful of votes, fails to make Percy or
onto the container, m oisten ,
for $100 million politan newspaper, rides a sub- the banker without hesitation
Isol.111t.te
a Reagan.
with vinegar and rub.
for low - cost urban train to and from New said, "About $28,000."
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goals on Sago Hill. As the
dripping animal fat mixed
with the alkaline ashes, the
soap
of
ingredients
basic
were combined.
Rain eventually washed the
mixture into the Tiber River.
There Roman women discoverWe have it on no less , ed that when the river was yelaltar drippings their
authority than the Cleanliness low with
cleaner with
became
clothes
Bureau that soap first came
effort—almost mysterthe
half
into use about that time and —
iously.
quite by accident.
Eventually a lot of big
Yes, there is a Cleanliness thinkers figured out what was
clean happening. From the name of
nice
Bureau. From
offices in New York City, it the hill — Sapo — came the
wages its campaign against, contemporary word — soap.
dirt.
• • •
How soap started, according
facts about
historical
Other
to the Bureau (which is sup- that slippery subject, according
who
ported by the Soap and Deter- to cleanliness sleuths
gen Association):
helped to make a new movie
"The
In the early days of Rome. dubbed, no surprise —
Cleanliness":
the
of
Pursuit
animals were sacrificed to

Bath Protesters
Have Their Point
I

NEW YORK — (UPI) Little
boys and girls protesting that
great American ritual — tsh e
daily bath — have a point.

•

Their trouble: born about
3.000 years too late.
Sure. Their mothers color
them "dirty" when such young
sters scream and kick enough
to avoid the daily dunking.
But the tots and toddlers,
if only their moms would understand, apparently are throwbacks to ancestors — circa
1,000 B.C.

.••

•

sCl WI% ta AR D
E DDING
PARTY—Members of the
' wedding party attending the
former Miss Julia Scott and
Master Sergeant Lee Ward
are seen in Pentecostal
Temple Church of God in

Christ immediately after the
ceremony. Attending the
groom were Joseph Pettris,
best man, and Elders Rob•
ert Clay, Sherman Davis,
Reedus Smith, Lonnie HaleY, Thurman Burnett, War•

ren Moore, Thomas LaFlora, Jr., Samuel Carpenter
and Lee Allen Spight. Matron of honor was the
bride's sister, Mrs. Robbie
Mangum
Sykes. Bridesmaids seen here are Miss-

Soldier Claims Bride 'Combinedo
At Pentecostal Temple S.'n#7 Again
f

•

es Peggy N. Harris and
Evetha Jones, Mesdames
Betty Fleming, Delores
Moore, Earline Somerville,
Jean Harvey, Doris Walker,
Juantia Clay, all of Mem•
phis, and Mrs. Dorothy

.M•al

TM) congreations have had a
'chance to hear music song by
Miss Julia Scott became the,by Harry Winfield, pianist, a 75-voice choir made of membride of Master Sergeant Lee; and Mr. and Mrs. Walter bers from both churches, and
Ward in an impressive' and'Alartin. organist and soloist, have considered the results so
respectively. satisfactory that performances
beautiful ceremony held at the
will be repeated in the fall.
Pentecostal Church of God Bridesmaids
were
Misses
in Christ at 229 Danny Thomas Peggy N. Harris, and Evetha The choir is composed of
blvd., and officiating was the Jones, Mesdames Betty Flem- members from St. James AME
pastor, Bishop J.O. Patterson, ing, Delores Moore, Earline church pastored by Rev. H. L.
Sr.
Somerville, Jean Harvey, Doris Starks, and the Gospel Temple
Walker and Juanita Clay, all Baptist church, of which Rev.
The bride is the daughter
of Memphis; and Mrs. Dorothy N. Alston is the minister.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mangum Shaw of
The first recital was preWashington, D.C.
and Mr. and Mrs. A.J. Scott,
sented at the St. James AME
and was uniquely given in mar- Flowergirls
were
iftilhel- church on Sunday, June 18, to
riage by both Mr. Mangum and mina
LaJoyee
Woods
and an overflowing audience, and
Cheryl Yvonne Smith. Frank at Gospel Temple
Mr. Scott.
Baptist
Lovell Jones was ringbearer. church to a similar size audiShe wore a gown of candleence.
light peau de sole with seed Joseph Pettris of Washington. Soloists were Mrs. Alberta
pearl appliques on the bodice D.C., was best man. Grooms- Reid. Rev. N. Alston, Mrs.
and A-line skirt. Her illusion men were Elders Robert Clay, Ersella Williams, Mrs. Estella
veil was striking and beauti- Sherman Davis, Reedus Smith, Nehlm. Mrs. Flora Hill, Mrs.
fully completed her wedding Lonnie Haley, Thurman Bur. Alma Starks, Andrew Hill. Mrs.
attire. She carried a cascade nett, Warren N. Moore. Thomas Lillian Thomas and James
LaFlora, Jr., Samuel Carpenter Shells.
of mixed white flowers.
and Lee Allen Spight, all of
Serving as the matron of Memphis.
honor was the bride's sister,
Mrs. Robbie Magnum Sykes The wedding was directed
of Chicago, who captured the by Mrs. Lee Ella Smith, a
audience as she sang "The friend of the bride. A church
Lord's Prayer" during the reception followed the cereceremony as the bride and mony.
The newlyweds are presently
groom knelt in prayer. —
living in Washington, t.C.,
Othcr music was presented where the groom is stationed.

a

•

Shaw, Washington, D. C.
Wilhelmina LaJoyce Woods
and Cheryl Yvonne Smith
are flowergirls, and Frank
Lone!! Jones ringbearer.
••••••
;:t.

Former Memphis Girl The store that caresmabout you!
Engaged. r_r0 Diplomat.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph H. Taylor of Pacoima. Calif., this
week announced. the engagement of their daughter, Miss
Dorothy Pearl Taylor. to Irving A. Williamson, Jr. of St.
Louis, Mo. and Washington,
D.C.
The bride-elect was graduated from Magnolia Elementary
school in Memphis as valedictorian of her class in 1957.
Since moving to California,
she was graduated from San
Fernando High school, earned
her bachelor's degree in po.
litical science and sociology at
Whittier college in California
and completed her graduate
studies at the American University in Washington, D.C.
She is a member of the
Thalian Society, the Society
——

Gin on the rocks?

of Sociologists. Alpha Delta Alpha and was named to "Who's
Who Among Students in American Colleges and Universities."
Mr. Williamson is a grad4..ite of the Thomas Jefferson
Preparatory School
of St.
Louis, Brown universty at
Providence, Rhode Island, and
received his master's degree
from John Hopkins University
School of Advanced Intern&
tional Studies at Washington,
D.C.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Irving Williamson, Sr., of St.
Louis, and was a member of
the first class of participants
in the 8600,000 summer program sponsored by the Ford
Foundation to increase the
number of Negroes in the
U.S. diplomatic services.
The prospective groom was
sworn into the 79th class of
the Foreign Service Corps at
the State Department in Washington on June 22.
The wedding is scheduled to
take place on September 2
at the Frst Methodist church'
in San Fernando.
The bride-elect's mother is
the former Georgia Beckwith
of Memphis.

Rec Room Idea
One way to make sure that
every one has his place in the
family room is to section it off.
says the Tile Council of America.
The COUridi says that the
easiest way of dividing a
recreation room into sections
for mom, dad and the children is to use color. eliminatina,
the need to build in or put
up dividers.
If you want to be hold,
you can use different colors
or color schemes; if you prefer
a
more conservative look,
ou can use shades of the
same rotor. In any case, the
Council
recommends
Tile
choosing
ea sy-to-clean
an
surfacing material for floor,
and walls, one that can stand
up to playroom traffic.

Teacher On A
European Tour

MISS LAURA JEAN BAKER

eon tA•aty

Choice

Unj A

At Mt. Zion Baptist

3Lbs

FEELS_ SO GOOD
--

GET HOURS OF RELIEF FROM THE
ITCHING AND IRRITATION OF "UPSET SKIN"

«A•

-.carat's
Extra

,.••••••••••••••••Op,

A-4e

Seagram's Extra Dry/ the perfect martini gin
4101411 SISTILLEIS COMPANY, N. Y.0 90 PICOF. DIU IMO HY GIN FROM AMERICAN 8144.

Palmer's
"Skin Success."
Ointment

induces fast
blessed relief
from itching
miseries caused
by certain minor
skin

irritations.

with large
economy size
containing
4 times as much.

e

Regular
size
44e

Only 99c

Satisfaction guaranteed or your money refunded.
LOVKLISISI COMPLIXION... Plus bead-tokOe protection with the
deep-actiog foamy medication of "Skin Success" oap. It beauty bathes
while it fights germs that often aggravate persoi tion odors ... makes
you sure you're nice to be near. Palmer's "Skin Success" Sean.

PAtNiER'S

SKIN-SUCCESS"

OINTMEN T

SOAP

MRS. BOBBIE WALKER
Mrs. Bobbie W. Walker of
4961 William Arnold rd. left
Memphis on last Tuesday.
.lone 27. aboard an American
Airlines jet bound for Europe..
She will visit England. The
Netherlands, Germany.
Switzerland, Austria. Italy, the
French , Riviera, Monte Carlo
and France.
Mrs. Walker is a Meriptti
City school teacher and is a
sixth grade Achievement Emphasis teacher at Hyde Park
Elementary school.
She plans to spend a tea
days in New York City on her
return from Europe and return
to Memphis the latter part of
July.
Mrs. Walker is the wife of
Jobe Walker, art teacher at
Manassas High school.

Lb.

Sliced

PORK
SAUSAGE

BEEF LIVER

29'

Lb

Jane Parker Baked Foods!
WHOLE

or

(SAYE 7C]

CRACKED

WHITE BREAD

1 -Lb
Ives.

[Save 10C1

1j GLAZED

Doz. 39c dm

DONUTS

BAKED
ROLLS

TWIN ( (SAYE 47
- \
IN

POLY

15c

DOZ.

BAG

Fruits and Vegetables!

APPLES
WASHINGTON 10 for

EGG PLANT

79c

2

WINESAP

WATERMELONS

FOR 79C

77c

No. 1 Red

I

POTATOES 10 BLahg

L. Large 24# •v•

Extra-Thrifty Groceries!
NUTLEY-

A&P SOFT MARGARINE

CTN.

(IN TUBS)

3

1 -Lb. $100
Ctns

I

A&PFrozen Shoestring L

11 -oz 28C
Box

2

9
.•

90

1 -Lb.

QUARTERS

MARGARINE

CRACKERS

69'

GOLDEN

Aristocrat Saltine

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Edward! Mr. Terrell attended Booker,
Baker have 4Onciunced the en- T. Washington High school in
gagement of their daughter,, Shreveport, where he became
Miss Laura Jean Baker, to a member of the National Hon.
Frank Terrell son of Rev.' or Society and was;,gratiated
Amos Terrell of Shreveport, from Booker T. Washington
La., and the late Mrs. Alma High school in Memphis.
•
Terrell.
He attends Granbling college
Miss Baker was graduated in Grambling, La.. and is
from Carver High schoo I. presently employed by the Atwhere she was a member of lanta and Pacific Tea company.
the senior band and the Thes- The wedding will take place
pian Guild. She is entering her on Saturday, July 29, at the
senior year at Memphis State Mount Zion Baptist church at
university.
1427 South Main st. at 6 p.m.

.ash

Lb

Starling

CRACKERS

Extra

SPARE 50
RIBS

Champion Snack

MSU Senior To Be Wed

Make it perfect.

9

ROUND
STEAK

POTATOES

\.

1 Lb 49c
Boxes
A

25C

20 oz

Bag

Wilson's 4-oz. Can
VIENNA Sausage

19c

WIN

UP

$1000
iii CASH
PL.
PRODUCT
PRIZES
No Purchase Required to Play
START TODAY
SHOP THESE MEMPHIS AREA STORES

423 N. Cleveland
4710 POPLAR • 4780 SUMMER
3463 SUMMER • 3561 PARS AVE

•

1500 S. Lauderdale

• 2829 LAMAR
• 2473 POPLAR
.• 2130 FRAYSER •SOUTHAVEN MISS
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Society
Merry
Go-round

Carver H. S.

ERMA LEE LAWS

Prof Tells

McCann Reid is now a schoolmarm in CincinnAti.
difficulty in every opDot and Ernest Withers drove
optimist,
portunity; the
the opportunity in every down to FQ1i Rucker in Ozark,
Union Valley Baptist church
Alabama, last week-end to see
difficulty." L.P. Jacks.
will be the setting for the
number three son, Clatheir
Party Notes . . . Charming Genmarriage of Miss Charlie Mae
rence Earl, finish third in a
evieve Kennedy deserted the
twenty-five in a
Weathers to James Wesley
of
class
excitement of the Capitol City
Thompson on Saturday, July
Flight Operations Specialist
where she is a Museum Spe29.
in the U.S. Army. MotCourse
cialist at the Smithsonian InMiss Weathers is the daughat the post is "Above The
stitute to cavort a bit in the to
ter of Mrs. Lillie Weathers
Best."
friends
AlBluff City with good
of McGehee, Ark., and the
Making the trek with her
legra and Jesse Turner,
Rev. Charles Weathers.
late
Rosalittle
parents was their
The Turners introduced her
The bride-elect attended Arkthe other two
know
to a gathering of intimates at"11" You
ansas AMSiN college at Pine
older Withers boys are atso
a cocktail party in their home
Bluff, Ark., where she was
serving Uncle Sam. Ernest
Monday night. Demure Allegra
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The wedding will take place
bride's
The
table
was
lovely
James) Hulbert, Lorene andi C°111m
Thomas Willie,
SANDRA TAYLOR
with a four-tiered cake deco. at the home of the bride's
Fred Osborne and yours truiy.J Vivian and
the
f
had guests recently from
Genevieve is a graduate of Lone Star State, her parents.,
I rated with a lighted chapel on parents on Saturday, August -Bennett College and Catholic Mr. and Mrs. Milton Conner
i top with miniature bridesmaids la.
downtown • utflon ave. • southisind Mean
University of America. She and from Houston, and her aunt In a recent ceremony at the sole and lace with chapel-length ascending its steps.
A graduate of Melrose High
Allegra Worked together way and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Mar- Shiloh Baptist church in Chi- train trimmed in lace.
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first
'Twas so different and ever cationing with her physician gie. Eugene is studying ati Judy Letting is visiting her Mrs. E.J. Washington and Earl
of 1963," an NDCC sponsor.
the Polytechnic Institute in
McGhee.
George
so delightful. (See our sepa'rate husband.
father, Atty. A. A. Letting.
majorette and member of
story.)
Dot was on her way to andi Worcester, Mass., for the sum-I The Wyoming Prep School stu- i
Co-Ette Club, Inc.
mer.
Weddings . . . Saturday was from Nashville where she de- E
dent is a member of the Chi-1
Mr. Diggs was graduated
the wedding day fo Janet Mo- pbsited her boys with her par- The Jenkins family came cago Co-Ettes, where
her
Manassas High school
firm
rtice Braswell and Air Force ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Pat- here from Okinawa and will mother, Mrs. Harry Bass is a
and received his degree from
go
to
El
Paso,
Texas
where
Second Lt. Roger Kent Brit- ton.
national director of the girls1
LeMoyne college, class of 1967.
tingham and Geraldine Dra- Over the Fourth of July, he will be stationed.
club. And Trinere Steinberg
, "with distinction."
per and Robert Flynn. The week-end Nell and Theron were, Gwen and J.C. Walton spent is visiting her father, Luther'
He served as president of
Braswell-Brittingham nuptials visited by more guests, though the holidays in Houston where and the rest of the Steinberg The Sarah Brown branch of his class during his freshman.
were solemnized Saturday eve- they stopped at the Holiday they toured the magnificent clan, Trinere lives in Detroit the YWCA at 1044 Mississippi; sophomore and senior years
ning at Eastern Star Baptist Inn Rivermont, where they Astrodome, think they saw a with her mother, Mrs. Martha blvd. is sponsoring a sewing{ and was president of the LeChurch with the pastor, the attended the Civil Rights Meet- game, too. 'Tis simply fas- Jean Steinberg, a well known
class for beginners which will Moyne Student Council during
Reverend W. M. Fields, Jr.,iing . . . at least they stayed cinating to see a game in the radio personality.
include six lessons at a cost his junior year.
officiating.
over for the holidays after the dome so I've heard.
Others making the NAACP of only four dollars.
Mr. Diggs was a member of
Janet is the daughter of Mr.; meet, Joan and Dr. John Cash- Speaking of the holidays, meeting in Boston with the
the ISCF, LeMoyne Honor
and Mrs. Houston Braswell and in. She was Ebony's best newlyweds, Angela and Elbert Smiths were her mother, Mrs. The classes started on Tues- society, and Beta Kappa Chi
the groom is the son of Mr. dressed from Huntsville, Ala- Terry were here from Albany Georgia Atkins, their son Vas- day, July 11, and will end on Scientific Honor Society. He
and Mrs. Harry Littleton Brit- a couple of years ago and he to visit with her parents, Ad- co III "Smitty" who will visit Thursday, July 27. The classes was named to
Who
tingham of Washington.
*as in Dental School with The- dle and William Owen. Inad- his aunt and uncle (Clementine are being taught by Mrs. Doris Among Students "Who's
in American
Geraldine and Robert spoke ron and Dr. Ike Watson at Me- vertently several of the names and James Ramsey in Mont- Bodden, an instructor at Mel- Colleges and Universities" in
their vows at Martin CME harry.
of the hostesses at Angela's clair, New Jersey and their rose High school.
1965-66 and 1966-67. He has
Temple before the pastor the Down further on the Park- wedding reception were left little daughter Pattie. Clem- More information about the been the recipient of a HowReverend Paul Fowlkes. She way, Mrs. Anna Sawyer and out of the story, they were mie's son, Kenneth Hughes a classes may be obtained by ard-LeMoyne Cooperative
is the daughter of Mr. and her daughter. Mrs. Othella S. Mrs. Harold Shaw, Mrs. Clifford student at Stanford University calling the YWCA branch at Scholarship for summer study
Mrs. Lewis Draper and he is Shannon were being visited Stodckton, Mrs. Carruthers is also home for the summer; 948-0493.
at Harvard university.
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Julius by her sister, Mrs. B.W. Hill Bland and Mrs. Robert Fields,
Flynn. His brother Julius, Jr., from St. Joseph, Missouri. Mrs. Sr.
came down for the wedding Hill, who was widowed this
Jackie and Addison Carter
from Sandusky, Ohio and Chris spring, went home via St. were here visiting her parents,
Booth came from Philly also Louis where her son and Cassie and Charles Washburn.
Meanderings . . . Suppose we daughter-in-law Raymond and Of course, they brought along
should end each column with Ruth Hill drove her the rest their little ones, Pamela, Paa "to be continued," at any of the way. Her other son, tricia, and Michael Douglass.
rate we were cut off again Atty. Marshall Hill and his Jackie's brother, Charles CeWarehouses in all leading U.S. Cities
last week and were in the wife, Norma, were here a cil, was holding down the homeFIF-1ST NATIONAL
midst of telling you about the couple of years ago from De- front for them. He's an Ascousins . . The Taylors. Jeral- troit.
BANKAMERICARD
sistant director at Desilu Studio
dine and John and Dot and Er Mollison and Doris Ingram and is working on the new T.V.
it Withers and their off- were here from Chicago last program, Star Trek. Jackie
1144YrINI'
spring. We'd told you about the week visiting his mother Mrs. teaches in Compton and her
100% HUMAN
Taylor children and when we Ernestine Hamilton and sis- hubby is an accountant for
got to John Jr., "J.J." that's ter and brother-in-law, Gwen the government.
HAIR WIGS
when we got the scissors. He's and Winston Guyton.
Bobbie
McNairy
is
here
from
with Proctor and Gamble and Anita and Major James
his Mrs., who is the former Jenkins and their children, Car- Southern University for the,
'WE HAVE EVERY COLOR
Marilyn Isabel, daughter of Mr. olyn and Audrey. are here summer attending Memphis
while
State
her
husband
Dr
and Mrs. Clarence Isabel and visiting her parents, Dr. and
SEE US FOR
sister of TSD Editor and Mrs. Mrs. A.K. Smith, and her niece, Sidney is working with Phizer
Laboratories in New York.
• EXPERT STYLING
Angela Flowers was here for
$3.50
the holidays visiting her folks,
•
ONE NIGHT ONLY! Marion and Charles Flowers.
Angie brought one of
RI., AUG. 4 - 830 P.M. Earlier
SPECIAL
her Southern Illinois classmate
FREE HEAD FORM
-11011711 COLISEUM, MAP= home with her, Julia Jamie.HANDMADE WIGS
WITH EACH WIG
son, who lives in Carbondale
STARTING AT $38.95
Presented by George wain

"The pessimist sees the

Wed Plans

LeMoyne Grads

Set Wedding

August 12

Chicago Teachers On
H
oiwymoon In Nassau,

Catherine's

YWCA Sponsors
Sewing Classes

offe,
of

DAILY

WAREHOUSE SALE

DAILY

MON CLAIRE WIG IMPORTS

SCUM ER
DRESSES
sizes 16'2 to 32',I2

and 18 to 52

100% Human Hair

LARGE WIGLETS

WIGS

$18.95

orig. 12.00 to 90.00

Now

6999

LONG FALLS-

DIZZY GILLESPIE QUINTET
p
+
p
CANNONBALL ADDERLEY OUINTET
NINA SIMONE • RAMSEY LEWIS TRIO
JIMMY SMITH TRIO • MERBIE MANN OCTET
All seats reserved . .. 13 00 - 54.00 • WOO
)
Tickets mow on MId-Sessiet Wm.= Box Office
Feirgrorode, Memphis (527441210

k

$49.95

Are You Planning A Wedding?
Theo let us help you. Coll
our Society Editor Miss Err.°
Lee Lows and let her as silt
you with your bridal plans.
526-8397 — 5264398

$125.00 Value

PHONE

527-3619

••••••••••••=wm.

MON CLAIRE INC. OPEN DAILY
14 NO. MAIN STREET
CORNER SOUTH COURT ST.

10:00 105:30
THURS.
111 6:00 P.M.

J STOUT SHOPPE
DOWNTOWN

• 64 SO. MAIN

UNION AVE. * 1912 UNION
WHITEHAVEN • SOUTHLAND MALL

• 57-6434

• 274-1041
• 3114044

4
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Sengstackes Entertain At A July 4th Party

1
•••=.0.

ENJOYING A GOOD LAUGH the guests at the
with the hostess are three of party. From left

EARLY ARRIVALS —
Sent here are some of the
first guests to arrive for the

Fourth of July party at the
Sengstackes, from left, are
Sister Barbara, Mrs. John

Milam, Mrs. Mary Monroe
and Sister Marie Helene. In
background are Mr. and

of the Front Street Theater
cast in skits from "Okla-

homa." From left are Mrs.
Harry
Thompson,
Miss

and Mrs.

Mrs. Jesse H. Turner and
Mrs. Freda Marr.

SPAGHETTI SUPPER
Delicious spaghetti was on
the menu for the evening,

REMARKABLE
TALENT
ues displayed by members

al freseeHorace Wallace, the hostess, Harold J. Whalum
are Mrs. Mrs. Whittier A. Sengstacke; Whalum.
•

and Mrs. Marion Harris,
left, serves Bill Womack
of the Front Street heatre

cast, while others waiting
their turn, from left, are
Father Patrick, Mrs. Ann

Benson, Mrs. Jewell Gen.
try Hulbert and Bob Landa.

from Marion, Ark; J. C.
South Africa; observing and
a guest of Mr. Gammon.
worker
Kawonga, social
A n thony
Adobalia.
from Fort Jamison, Zambia, and

Togo. West Africa, a student at Southwestern university.

Velma Lois
Jones, Mr.
Thompson and U. S. Navy
Lt. James Ciemnn.
A

saa
SERIOUS TALK — Seen
here in a conversation are
from left John Gammon,
leader
well-known farm

INDEPENDENCE DAY cc.
lebrauts here are Mrs.

Genevieve
of
K e nnery
Washington, D. C., who

was a housegnest of Mrs.
Jesse H. Turner, Sr., and

Mr. Tomer. Mr. Turner
is president of the local
branch of the NAACP.

MAKING A POINT — Chat- and making a point, center is specialist with War On Poverty Marilyn Harris and
Ong with two lovely guests, Bill Bartholomew, Manpower Committee. At left is Miss Mrs. Harry Lands.

at

"ight

GUEST AND CAST mingle
in the spacious yard of
the Senetacke home. Among

those seen here are Mrs.
Ernest
Withers,
aslor
C. D. Hayes, Samuel Peace.

Al Benson, noted Chicago
radio personality; Thomas
Hayes, Mrs. William Wo•

mark and Dr. R. Q. Vettson.

•
•

••
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Friendship Prepares
For Friends' Day
"Friends' Day" at Friendship
Baptist Church, 1335
Vollentine Street, will be oli
served Sunday, July 16 with
morning and afternoon serv,
ices.

to dehser a challenging address on aspects of the civil
right struggle. The public is
invited.

Speaker for the morning
service will be Rev. Fred
C. Loften, pastor of First,
African
Baptist Church att
Columbus, Ga. Music will be
furnished by three of the
church choirs.
At the 8 p. m. program
the speaker will be Rev. S. B.1
Kyle pastor of the Monumental Baptist Church with four
choirs from Friendships and
Monumental
p r oviding
the
music.
Each year a man is selected as "'Mister" and "Miss"
or "Mrs. Friendship" and
reign tot a year. The current
title holders are John Ed
Williams and
Mrs. Eunice
Allen Williams.
Winners in years past have
been John Ed Williams and
Mrs. Willie Mae Woods, 1962:
Noble Gatlin Sr., and Mr•
Louise Mitchell, 1963; Dillard
Alexander
and
Ms. Helen
Barnum, 1984; and John Ed,
Williams and Mrs. Odessa
Williams, 1965.
Reverend Kyles is expected

•1•1•1

REV. S. B. KYLES

by the Alcy rd., and here the youngsters church on Sunday night, July crafts were exhibited in the Mrs. Noble Powell. Herbert
VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL School held
—More than 140 students at. Seventh Day Adventist church are seen in the sactuary after 2, when each one was presented lower auditorium. The director I Brown, Sr., is superintendent of
tended the first Vacation Bible at its new location at 1325 Alcy presenting a program at the a certificate and arts and of the Vacation Bible School, the Sabbath Echool, and Elder
which ran from June 19-30 was J. M. Doggette is pastor.

Probe Minister's Home Fire, NAACP Asks
4•161

* *
LBJ May
Visit
Boston

Branch Chief
-Wife Escape
With Lives
By DORIS SAUNDERS
BOSTON — The NAACP,
at its 58th annual convention,
called on the Federal Bureau
of Investigation to probe the
burning of the home of the
Rev. Milton Williams, presislent of the Buffalo NAACP
'branch.

By ETHEL L. PAYNE
BOSTON — It is reliably reported that President Lyndon B.
Johnson will come to Boston to
;speak to the 1.800 delegates at
the 58th annual convention of
, the NAACP.

The convention unanimously
adopted
a resolution condemning the Buffalo Police
end
Fire
departments for
their laxity in protecting t h e
Williams family.
— The fire so upset Mrs.
Williams that she went to the
Deaconess Hospital, where she
/nye birth to a premature
infant. Rev. Williams broke
-two bones in his arm when
he jumped through a window
to get out of the burning house.
Sending regrets at not being
-able to attend the convention,
iseld in
the Sheraton-Boston
-Hotel, Rev. Williams explained,
in a telegram read at the
'parley, that he heard a noise
eititside his home about 2
a.m. July 9.
When he investigated, he saw
_flames, broke a window, and
jumped
t h r ough, breaking
4the bones in his arm.
When his wife tried to call
Fire
the
Department, the
discovered that the wires had
either been burned or cut.
, Kerosene-soaked newspapers
_under the house made polic.?
-suspicious of arson.
-. In its resolution, the NAACP
'urged Buffalo Mayor Frank
•43edita to direct Police and
..tire
Departments to give
Immediate protection to the
'kome and family of Rev. Williams.
It was charged that the
departments had failed
to
give this protection following
June 30 and July 2 threats on
the lives of Rev. Williams and
Iris family.
,.,,,— The FBI was urged to find
'The persons responsible for the
-ere and bring them to justice.
- At the
convention,
Roy
Wilkins, NAACP executive director, took issue with the
Idea that the civil rights
movement is dead.
Wilkins declared that the
more than 2,000 registered,
lee-paying delegates to the
lonvention certainly had not
Tome to attend a funeral.
The civil rights movement's
knfinished business. he said
Is in the teeming city ghettos
Ind in the pockets of rural
exploitation and poverty.
Commenting on the role of
"activists"
in
the
move4nent, Wilkins declared that
.1hey had
performed a
greater service than a disservice, but he warned against
the possibility of the riot
technique becoming a fixture
of summer life.

f

DOCTORS REPORT ON MISSISSIPPI MISERY
A team of doctors who recently toured
poverty areas in Mississippi reports on
conditions to a Senate labor and public
welfare subcommittee in Washington. The
doctors told the committee that hundreds
of Mississippi children are starving and

The President will join in the
ceremony awarding the Spingarn medal to Sen. Edward
I Brooke (R.-Mass.), the first Negro since Reconstruction days to
be elected to the Senate. The
award will be given by Sen.,
Edward Kennedy (D.-Mass.)

YOUNGSTERS PLAY IN WATERLOO
Negro youngsters play along East Fourth
st. where hours earlier area residents had
defied police and Negro leaders by smashing store windows in Waterloo. Ia., overturning leo cars and setting some small

fires. Waterloo Mayor Uoyd L. Turner said
the incident was started by 12 or 14 teenager'. and in total involved no more than
too people. (upi Telephoto)

Al Fresco Party Highlighted

that federal and state welfare programs are
doing very little to improve the situation.
From left are Dr. Milton
E. Senn, , An elaborate security plan for
Dr. Robert Coles, Dr. Allen C. Mermann, the Sheraton-Boston Hote I,
Dr. Cyril A. Walwyn, Dr. Joseph Brenner, where delegates are staying, and
meat sauc e, salad, french ,law. Mr. and Mrs. Taylor
By ERMA LEE LAWS
and Dr. Raymond Wheeler. (UPI Telephoto) ' the War Memorial Auditorium
Hayes. and with them, Al Benacross the street, where the
Mr. and Mrs. Whittier Seng- bread and red wine.
son, noted Chicago radio
A troupe of accomplished
Spingarn Medal will be pre- stacke celebrated the Fourth
personality: Mr. and
Mrs.
sented, has been put into effect. of July in a delightful and Front St. performers enter- Samuel Peace, Dr. and Mrs.
tained the guests with songs Charles Pinkston, she was
While
convention officials imaginative fashion. They in- and dances from "Oklahoma"' wearing
w h itc
togs
wide
would not confirm Mr. John- vited their friends to a spa- while they dined under the hat et al, Mr. and Mrs. Caffrey
son's appearance, the prepara- ghetti dinner in the backyard stars of the pleasant night. The Bartholomew. Major and Mrs.
of their South Parkway re- Front Street cast included George Robinson and their
tions and the air of expectancy
Allen, Ronnie Angel, daughter Georgette. Dr. and
sidence and had a cast of Tom
are quite
noticeable. Press Front S.t Players entertain Emily
Angel
Bosof, Judy Mrs. R. Q. Venson, Mr. and
credentials are being carefully them with a skit from "Okla- Diets, Chuck Mayberry, Frank Mrs. T. H. Hayes, Mrs. Mary
checked and plain clothesmen homa."
Simone and Don DuPree at Monroe. Sister Mary Barbara,
are spotted throughout
As the go4s would have it, the piano.
the
Sister Marie Helene, Mrs. Wilhotel.
Speeches
were
made
it was a perfectly beautiful
in liam Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Edevening and as guests began the interest of the theatre gar Hawkins, Jr., they were
Historic Boston gives a proHarry
arriving promptly at seven by
Landu, general chatting with holm Gammon
per setting for the President to
o'clock they were profuse in manager, and Alfred Alperin, from Marion. Ark., J. C. Kavisit the convention at a time
their admiration of thc-. western president of the Board of wonga and his guest a social
the civil rights movement is
style decorations which carried Governors of the theatre.
worker from Zambia, South
doing its own painful
soul- out a red white and blue color
Africa who is observing in Little
Sengstacke
Mrs.
'charming
was
searching and decision-making.
theme in tune with Indepen- in white western pants a Rock. Mrs. Audrey McGhee, Mr.
As the architect of the major dence Day.
red and white checkered shirt and Mrs. John Milam, and Anrights legislation passed in re- The party was a family affair and a black cowboy hat. lie thers.. Adobalia Southwestern
cent times, it is fitting for Mr. with the Sengstacke's oldest, wore a grey western outfit. student from Togo, West Africa.
Johnson to come and be greeted son, Whittier, Jr., coming They were assisted in reArtistic Bill Bartholomew
by members of the association down from summer school at ceiving and entertathing by was having an animated conState
University the following co-hostesses who versation with Mr. and Mrs.
which has carried on the legal Tennessee
battle for equal justice under to build the "Surrey with the wore red checkered shirtst Bill Womack, she's assistant
Fringe on Top," with huge white jeans, cowboy hats and to George Toulitas. Director,
law.
wagon wheels underneath white organdy aprons with of Front St., and he's a comwhich served as the buffet cowboys, ropes. cattle and mercial artist; Mrs. Alfred
table.
The mistletoe, state horses appliqued on them; Alperin, Mr. and Mrs. Horace
SEN. KENNEDY LIGHTS UP
flower of Oklahoma was the Mrs. Astrid Sengstacke Lindsey, Wallace, he was •sharp with
Sen. Robert F. Kennedy (D-N. Y.), a mem•
hearing on hunger in Mississippi. (UPI Telecenterpiece and was surrounded their daughter; Miss Velma black western hat plus boots;
her of the Senate Labor and Public WelfarP
photo)
by an array of colorful garden Lois
Jones,
Mrs.
Marion Mr. and Mrs. Harold Whalum,
subcommittee, lights up a cigar during a
vegetables.
(Iris) Harris, Mrs. Ann Benson, she was the more sophisticated
The summer house
was Miss Erma Lee Laws, Mrs. westerner with all the frills
converted into a western style William (Mary Kay) Tolleson, on her white pants suit; Dr.
bar and bore the name "Dou- Mrs. Anne Bartholomew Hat: Arthur Gipson, Miss Delaine
The producers of an Afro- ble XX Bar." The wooden bar ris, Mrs. Jewel (James) Hubert Graham. bartenders Marion
American exposition slated for was adorned with a lighted and Miss Marilyn Harris.
Junior Harris. he looked at home on
later this month filed suit Wed- kerosene lamp.
hostesses were the Sengstacke's the range with his boots aad
nesday in Circuit Court charg- Small tables topped with younger daughter,
Ethel Marie cowboy suit and Ray Wicks.
ing a leading newspaper colum- red and white country checkered and her friend Sylvia Wallace. Others enjoying the skit and
nist with defamation of char- tablecloths which were cenWesterners on the scene scenery were Dr. Hollis F.
acter.
tered with blue candles deco- were Mr. and Mrs. John Out- Price, president of LeMoyne
and also a member of the
Mrs. Kay Jarrett. of 5136 S. rated Of long driveway and
reminiscent of a sidewalk
Board of Governors of t h e
Kimbark ave., said the suit was
cafe.
theatre; Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
was filed as a result of an
Also adding to the rustic;
1Withers, Fr. Theodore Weiser,
Item run in Iry Kupcinet's
atmosphere was the huge black
Fr. Patrick Curtis, Mrs. Joseph
daily column in the Sun-Times.
iron pot from which the de'Westbrook, Mr. and
Mrs.
Mrs. Jarrett said the column licious spaghetti was served;
McCann Reid, and their guests
suggested that she was the the tub filled with iced driks.
his cousin, Miss Eloise Griffin,
same Kay Jarrett who two year ropes tied to a picnic table and
a teacher from St. Louis and
ago ran an "escort service," a whimsical life-sized horse
MINNEAPOLIS,
Minn
— her friend, Mrs. Penny Patterthus jeopardizing her position tied to a fence.
The Baltimore school system son. who is with the testing
in her community and causing This was the atmosphere was placed under sanctions division of the St. Louis City
in which guests imbued them- , by the National Education School Sestem: Mrs.
her mental anguish
Freda
selves into eating potables and Association's executive corn- M rr, I.
and Mrs. Harry
According to Mrs Jarrett. the - dips such as smoked octopus.
mittee, which scored it for rhompso.1 U. S. James Ciesuit was filed by Loop attorney clams and oysters in cream deficiencies
in educ ating ; mons. Mrs. Harvey I.andu
Earl J. Barnes. The exposition cheeses and sour cream before children, not providing reasonand Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Turner
is
scheduled
for Sunday. July satiating themselves with the able teacher salaries and conJOHN HANDY. sax player, leads his quintet
Jazz Festival '67 in Newport. RI. (1 PI
and their houseguest, Mrs.
16, at 3:30 p.m. in the Dunbar main course of delicious spa- , ditions a n d not maintaining
during a number at the four-night Newport
Telephoto)
Geneieve Kennedy from WashTrade School auditorium.
ghetti accompanied by Italian modern facilities.
ington, D. C.

With Skits From 'Oklahoma'

Columnist Hit
By Court Suit
Charging Slander

NEA Unit Raps
School System
In Baltimore

••••-•a

•

•• •
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Diane Marie Sykes.Is Airman's

Gordon's Vodka •

Bride At Greater Mount Zion

the only vodka with a
patent on smoothness.

The nuptial vows for Miss The bridesmaids' gowns were The wedding ,rograrr, began
Diane Marie Sykes and Mack of yellow peau de soie made with little Xisa Diane Kaufman
Guy Rizhardson, Airman First on the midriff waist style
and playing "Melody in F" by MenClass, United States Air Force, with winged sleeves
buttoned'clelssohn, followed by a Bach
were solemnized at the Great- to the waist in back.
Their aria. Miss Thelma Bishop, acer Mount Zion Baptist church headpieces of yellow
ribbon'cimpanied by Omar Robinson,
at 1414 Davis st. on Saturday, were accentuated with yellow, Jr. sang "Because."
July 1, at 430 p.m., with the net. They carried bouquets of,
Mrs. Barbara Washington,
pastor, Rev. E.V. McGhee, of- white carnations.
accompanied by Miss Diane
ficiating.
The Lord's
Little Miss June Graham was Kaufman, sang
Miss Shirley Walker was the flower girl.
Prayer."
the maid of honor, and bridesIncluding many relatives and
maids were Misses Barbara Albert Ware was best man. friends, present were Rev. and
Brook and Sharon Holmes, Groomsmen were Ronald S. Mrs. W.T. Grafton, Omar RobFort Sill, Okla.; and junior Williams, Denis Paige, and inson, Rev, a n d Mrs. John
bridesmaid Miss Pamela Aus- Darryl Bradden. Ushers were Bishop, Sylvester Willis, faEllis Cunningham and Brent ther of the groom; Mr. and
tin, sister of the bride.
Bridgeport, Winnepeg, Canada. Mrs. Harry McDonald, aunt
Escorted to the altar by her
stepbrother, Endor Austin, the For her daughter's wedding, and uncle of the groom; Mrs.
bride wore a white peau de soie Mrs. Jimmie Austin wore a Annie Mae Clark. maternal
gown accentuated with white rose two-piece dress 'of silk grandmother of the bride;
Mrs. Augusta Gallagher, patlace, buttoned in the back to shangtung with white accesert.al grandmother of .t h e
the waist with white seed pearl sories.
bride, and Mr. and Mrs. Steve
buttons.
The sanctuary was decorated
Malin.
with white gladioli and the
Her train was of white peau
traditional candelabra at the The couple left for a wedding
de soie and her veil was a
altar.
trip to St. Louis, Mo.
whiff of w hi t e lace to the
shoulders draped from a circular peau de sole headpiece.
She carried a bouquet of white,
yellow-throated orchids a n d
white carnations.

Disguise For Modern
Power Plant

,
fvfaxiaa
At BOYS' STATE — Michael Minire, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Micheal Minire,
Jr., was among the scores
of youngsters present in
Cookeville, Tenn.. last
month for the anntol session or Boys' State, a project designed to acquaint
them with government and
good citizenship.

PATRONIZE TRI-STATE
DEFENDER ADVERTISERS

Hollywood'—(HK)—An ominous looking throwback to the
days of gunboat diplomacy
plied the shallow inland waterways of Formosa last spring,
bot the USS San Pablo stowed
more face powder than gunpowder. Built from the keel up
as a movie, prop, the ship was
crammed with lighting and special effects equipment—including a coal-burning stove to
provide the smoke belching
from her tall stack. Her actual
power, built into a four-foothigh engine room aft in the
hull, was supplied by two 180horsepower Cummins marine
diesels. The San Pablo was built
for the Robert Wise production
of -The Sand Pebbles," a movie
being released by 20th Century
Fox and is a replica of a steaji.
boat used to patrol the Yangtze
River during the mid-twenties.

FIRST NATIONAL

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

wifoneeki

On Us For The
Best'Car care!.:

CAR CARE CENTER

••

Used
Cars

•••1 410 • S • et'.

SUPER
SALE

The Little
Profit Dealer

At Rock Bottom Prices
'65 Ford $1210
'64 Ford $1225
'airline 4
Fairlene SOO wagon, a'r conditioned, v-5. automatic, radio and tleattar.

hardtop, air conditioned, white wall tires, autornatic.

'65 Cher. $1660

'63 Ford
Falcon

Impala Sport Coupe, 2 door
hardtop, redle and heater. 4
In floor, white wall Vres.

50

DELIVERS
wits approved credit

'64 Ford $1190
2 door

air, onto-

mafic,

'65 Ford $2395
ThoodarbIrd. 2

deer nardfon,
air, radio and heater, white
wall tires, power w 1,.derwrs.

I.

$2025

'63 Cher. $1045
Chevy
'64 Olds $1565
4 doer, power a

'65 Olds $2195
Station wagon 9
white
Ufl
fr.

oassonoar,

time, ""

berdtop. radio and
heater, automatic, white Mail
VMS. alr conditioned.

radio and
heater, passenger, 6 crilltd•r.
standard transmiss,on.

door, power steering radio
and heater, air conditioned,
wh'te wall tires.

4

'66 Pont. 81805
0040,

'64 Mtn. $1550
Infloale

door, on. own.
sr, 22,000 nnilal, V4, ante.
rrattc, Dower efeerieq.

convertible,
automatic,. rad,* and heater, white
wall tires.

FREE Us. for On. Year.
Call and We Will Mall You Entry Blank.

NOBODY WALKS AWAY
The Me Profit Deoltr

•

HERFF FORD
OPEN NITES

99c

'65 Mere. $1780

REGISTER TODAY 14 MUSTANGS 1

•
•
•

Excludes
Disc Brakes

'65 Ford $1330
Country sedan,

'62 Ford $1105
soo 4

radio and beater,
white wall fires, air, pow.;
afsering,

BRAKE ADJUSTMENT

Convertible, radio and heater, full per
and air, white wall tire.

'65 Ford $1980
Cove*,

sedan. 4 Damodar,
radio and heater, air, arta.
matit,

Get 4th For.

Flattens SOO L
d se r
X2
pews,
steering • n 4
air, V.I. 4,00..
matte.

Pop,hard-

'64 Ford $2080
Thunderbird

II, convertible, auto.
oleic,S cylinder, radio and
heater, nrfifa wall 11..1,

S33.75

'66 Ford

'66 Ford $2070
6•:asi• 600 connort,bla,

Vi,
automatic, radi• and heater
white. Walt tiros.

Regularly
4 For S45,00

FOR

convertible, VA' au.
fornatk, radio and heater,
chrome wheels, red band tires,

$

$1235

Buy 3

'63 Cher. $1640
Corraffo

$915

iairlem 4 deer,
6 cylinder. au.
tornetic, radio,
a n d heater,
white wall final,
air conditioned.

$lio

wagon, 6 cylinder. au.
Somatic, radio and beater,
white wall tires.

Falcon station .117/0#1, 4 cylinder. automatic. radio and
boater, white wall tires;
.

'65. Ford

SHOCK ABSORBERS

'65 Ford $1910
LTD, 2 door

Convertible, .1, crtomatic,
radio and heater, white wall
tir•s.

OFFER GOOD JULY9-JULY 18

99

door. air condi.
tioned, 4 cylinder, automatic,
radio and heater. Whit* wall
air*,

'65 Chrtf. $2020

'64 Ford

You Can Depend

BANKAMERICARD

—

,
-‘41110r

.0PROOF. 01511011) FROM CRAIN CONDON S Dirt GIN CO.. LTO.,1150111.I

2450 SUMMER

• •••••••••••••• •t

INSTANT cREorr •

5

I

LUBRICATION
E I
xu
Witks
Carsc
de out
ftings

99
se.

USE ESSO CREDIT CARD.....BANKAIRRICARD

. or CHARGE-ALL

CENTER
E
T H E NE EISA SAYM NEESNSCON COAFR ECVAERNEYON
CONVENIENT LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU BETTER
SINCLAIR CAR
CARE CENTER
4597

Simmer
et Parties
603-6397

CENTRAL CAR
CARE CENTER
2442 C•afrol
Front
A
Fairgrousels
3244579

WHITEHAVEN CAR
CARE CENTER 396-6124
4157
frqlway S 1
(550
South at
MITT Rohl« Read

ram

SOUTHGATE CAR
CARE CENTER
1890 South
Third
at Bel:
948-0419
Mal

PARKWAY VILLAGE
CAR CARE CENTER
3151 S. Parkins
at Kalght
Arnold Rd.
363-3200

mitt crimr

••••
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Bride And Groom Feted
At Pre-Nuptial Parties
Mrs. Gloriadean Hentrel was at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
the honoree at three showers 1371 Valentine, and the candlepreceding her recent wedding. lit lawn provided an excellent
A miscellaneous shower was setting for the buffet dinner.
held in Monroe, La., by her Mr. and Mrs. Jackson are the
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. sister and brother-in-law of EdTyrus Chambers, and her aunt, ward D. Porter, who at the
time was the prospective
Mrs. Jessie Smith.
A kitchen shower was given groom.
by Mrs. Ella Belle Raines,
As guests arrived, they were
! Miss Velma Lois Jones and
pink champagne before
served
'Mrs. Floy Davis at the Trinity
dinner as they chatted and
CME church.
listened to soft music.
Mrs. Dorothy Bowles and
Mrs. Ruby Fentress entertained The floral centerpiece con\vitt a linen shower in Mrs. sisted of daisies, bells of Ireland and lilies of the valley,
Bowles' home.
The rehearsal dinner and a along with candelabra of yel,.;et-acquainted party were held low and white candles.

EvilAISY
WIDDING PARTY AT
TRINITY—Members of the
Hentrel-Porter wedding party are seen here at Trinity
CME church following resa
,

REFUSED
INSURANCE?
V

NO
MONEY
DOWN

Haenes, Mrs. Frank H.
Reed, Mrs. Earl W. Bell,
cousin of bride, and Mrs.

Gene A. Fentress. Standing in rear is the Rev. P.
Gonya Hentrell, pastor of
Trinity and father of the
bride, who officiated. (Hooks

Bros. Photo)
—-

HELD OVER

NOW!!!

Third Big Week!

ASIIOCKERLEm

HAI UNCOVERS THE LID OF SMALL lull MEI

Officiates At Wedding

Call
Jones &
Associates
Direct

Service calls to your door

JONES & ASSOCIATES
INSURANCE & REALTY COMPANY
224 Danny Thomas Blvd.
Second Floor
Office Hours
9 AM • 7 PM Daily

girl; Mrs. Arthur
D. Bowles, Miss Florida L.

flower

Facts About Water

Immediate Auto Insurance, Regardless of:
4. Armed Forces Member
1. Too many paints
5. Financial R•sponsibility
2. Insurance Cancelled
6. Under 25 or over 65
3. Accidents

Office
523-2568
523-2569

ringbearer; the bride and
groom Mr. and Mrs. Edward D. Porter; Miss Jean
E. Townsend, maid of honor; Miss Ivory M. Bonds,

Father Of The Bride

4

•vt

Ike Ambrose Hentrel and
Percy Hentrel, brothers of
bride; Robert L. Porter,
brother of groom; and best
man; Charles K. Fender,

cent nuptials. From left are
Alvin 1). Hentrel, brother of
the bride; Arthur D. Bowles, Earl W. Bell, Milwaukee, Wis.; cousin of bride;
-

Night Phone
276-2577

Miss Gloriadean Sylvia Hen-short lace sleeves featuring a
trel became the bride of Ed- lace ruffle.
ward Darnell Porter recently
The skirt was appliqued in
in a 5 p.m. ceremony at the
lace
motifs and a wide order
church.
Trinity CME
of lace ending in scallops enShe is the daughter of the
circling the hemline and full
Rev. and Mrs. P. Gonya
Hentrel of 1073 Tully street. circular train that was of
The bridegroom is the son of chapel length.
Mrs. William Porter and the
late Mr. Porter of Memphis. Her veil of misty English
iThe Rev. Hentrel officiated at illusion cascaded from a pearl
crown that was triple-tiered
his daughter's wedding.
and shoulder length. She carWedding programs, maize ried a prayer book covered
and white rice favors, were with a white orchid and stegiveh to guests as they arrived phanotis.
at the sanctuary. Participating in the program were Gar- The maid of honor w a s
mer Currie, Miss Germaine Miss Jean E. Townsend of
Ball, Dr. James Byas, Mrs. Chicago, and daughter of Mr.
Mary Robertson, Mrs. Imogene and Mrs. Robert Townsend of
Hill and E. L. Pender, organist. Memphis.

Farming requires almost
three times as much water
as The total needed by industry.

The steel industry through
American Iron and Steel Institute, has sponsored research in the control of water quality since 1938.

.4.1....;e4I

22:Lr4
$44,1
1
"."

II.",• a,

•

I :?;4
1!.•
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--"""

111140VA
I%
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Given in marriage by her Bridesmaids were Mrs. Earl
father, the bride wore an orig- W. Bell, cousin of the bride,
inal gown of silk organza and Milwaukee; Mrs. Arthur D.
was Bowles, teacher at Alcy Elebodice
Ichantilly. The
fashioned with a scoop neck- mentary school; Mrs. Gene Ai.
;line edged in lace scallops with Fentress, Miss Florida I.
Haynes and Mrs. Frank H.
Reed. co-workers of the bride
at Hamilton High school.

Old Taylor Presents: Ingenious Americans
-s-re

They wore floor-length gowns
of maize peau de soie. The
fitted bodice had three-quarter
length sleeves and a semi
non-pressed box pleated skirt,

and

"When ou
come back
tvn the

.*

fields tonight, tin
going to
give you
the beating
of your
lifer

"They
said l
ooutd go
off with
her to
Perkin's
Motel and
she'd be
rea! cooperative!"

Nellie
the town's
Pieltfirio

she
and they
loved
itl"

A single body of water may have many users. Reasonable
standards of water quality control, set by local officials,
can protect this valuable resource so it serves all — industry as well as the recreation seeker.

WILLIAM WATSON i JULIE ANGR...,..21ARLES
s,xliStuETRolls ERR1 &RISS IL NIM M$S PEMIUMMI
PLUS— Robert Vaughn in "TO TRAP A SPY"

wore matching shoe s.

Their bow-type
headdresses
were of maize and illusion of
the same color in the shape
of teardrops. Their accessories
were pearl necklaces a n d
matching earrings.
They carried bouquets of
daisies with long white ribbon
streamers. The maid of honor's
bouquet was of daisies centered
with a green cymbidium orchid.

Alt 114444+14.41•11.4 4-61 to? 1.0,11414O

•

The flower girl was little
Miss Ivory Mae Bonds, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Bonds of Memphis. She wore a
whipped cream dotted Swiss
floor-length gown similar to
those of the bridesmaids, with
the exception of white illusion.
Rovert L. Porter, brother
of the groom, was hest man.
Groomsmen were Ike Ambrose Hentrel, Alvin D. Hentrel and Percy G. Hentrel,
brothers of the bride; Earl
W. Bell, Milwaukee; cousin
of the bride, and Arthur W.
Bowles.

Matthew Alexander Henson (1866-1955)

The first man to set foot
on the top of the world.
The signs of a true adventurer showed
up early in the life of Matthew Henson.
At the ripe old age of thirteen, Henson
shipped out as cabin boy on a schooner
bound for China.
When he returned to Washington,
D.C., he met the man who helped make
him famous.The then Lt.Robert E.Peary
discovered Matt Henson working in a
Washington hat shop. weary was immediately impressed by Hnson,and he
invited the young man tcl join a canalsurveying expedition to Nicaragua. Henson accepted.
Under Peary's tutelage, Matt Henson
became an able navigator, adept at calculating distances and plotting charts. A
short time later, Peary began his renowned arctic expeditions to locate the
North Pole, and Henson accompanied
the admiral on all seven trips.
On the final trip, Peary lay drained
from exhaustion and crippled by frostbite. Someone had to make the last dash

to the Pole, and fast, since a number of
nations were vying for the claim.
Matt Henson was the man. Trudging
the last painful miles, recording observations and calculating a true course,
Matthew Alexander Henson became the
first man to locate and stand on the
North Pole. Peary arrived forty-five minutes later,and,together,the men planted
the American flag.
No longer was Matt Henson an obscure adventurer. He was given a Congressional Medal, life membership in the
Explorers' Club, a commendation from
the President, a Master of Science degree
by Morgan State College,and numerous
medals and plaques from civic organizaticns.
April 6, 1959, the 50th anniversary of
the discovery of the North Pole, was
proclaimed by the governor of Maryland as Matthew Alexander Henson
Day. Fitting tribute to the first man ever
to stand on the top of the world.

OLD TAYLOR
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURSON WHISKEY 86 PROOF.THE Ot D TAY1OR DISTIllERY CO ,FRANKtORT S tOUISVIt LE,KI.

I

i

Charles K. Pender, son of
Mr. and Mrs. E.L. Pender,
was the ringbearer.
As guests entered the J.B.
Blaydes Assembly room in the
lower level of the church, they
were given books of matches
incribed with the names of the
Pride and groom.
Assisting at the reception
were Misses Luella Jackson,
Beverly Hooks, Barbara
Duncan, Barbara Lewis, Sandra Hobson, Sandra Hill, Juanita Parker, Debra Smith,
Faronette Randolph and Mrs.
Emalyn Duncan.
Following a wedding trip to
Exposition '67 in Montreal,
Canada, the couple resides in
Memphis.

Second Term Will
Start July 13
Dates for the second term
of the Memphis City Schools
regular tuition summer school
have been set back one day.
The second semester will begin July 13 and end August

12. The old dates were July
12 through August 11.
The change was made because students are being given
extra day off during the Fourth

Would you like to own this handsome sculptured bust of Matthew Henson? It's 8" tall, made of of July weekend. Classes will
antique bronze cast stone, and carries the complete Henson story. It costs $5.00(which is what it be dismissed both July 3 and
costs us). Send check or money order to: Old Taylor, Room 1340,99 Pork Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10016. 4 making the first term end
July 12 instead of July 11.

1
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Agricultural Attache 'Memphis Sound' Artists 7ate Of Weston Smasher
Goes Before U.S. Senate
Gets Pakistan Post

To Reign At Billiken Fete

WASHINGTON — The Senate proved by the House, will belD-R.I., head of the joint Atomic
vdll be asked to decide today taken up then. The measure Energy Committee, who led the
The U.S. Department of Ag- I
whether Illinois' lack of a fair
riculture has announced the ap•
would earmark $7.3 million of minority when the committee
housing law is reason enouh
pointment of Dr. Theodore R.
total for preliminary en- voted 15-3 to approve the bill,
that
ranch
music.
outside
Ga.,
contemporary
Macon,
on
1
of
recording
Stax-Volt
in
=•:oi,nd"
artists
to
veto the selection of that
Freeman, Jr., as assistant agAug. 9.
Carla Thomas and Otis Red!state as the site for the Atomiclgineering and planning for the will direct the hen to delete the
ricultural attache to Pakistan
ding, widely acclaimed as "The A special jet will be waiting
Energy Commi,ion's big atom 200 billion electron volt (BEV) Weston authorization from the
with headquarters at RawalKing And Queen Of The Mem- for Carla and Otis after their Otis and Carla will be per• smasher
nuclear accelerator at Weston, bill. His argument: "The soul
pindi.
phis Sound," will reign over the final performance in Charlotte. forming in a special edition of
a site bitterly protested by
Since February, 1965, Dr.
when 1113
leader
Democratic
celebration of the 37th Annual N.C., in the early hours of the Stax-Volt Revue for thel Senate
civil rights groups and their of man is at stake
endangered
by disFreeman has been agricultural
is
dignity
newsmcn
Mike
Mansfield
delegates
NARA
told
thel
during
Bud Billiken Day festivities in
champions in Congress.
Saturday morning to whisk convention in Atlanta the fol. Monday the AEC's $2.6 billion
done
economist, Reports and AR
be
us
crimination.
Let
Chicago on Saturday, Aug. 12.
sis Branch, Foreign AgrictilChairman John 0 Pastore, with such inequity."
for the lowing night.
time
Chicago
apalready
in
to
authorization
bill,
them
Their majesties will lend a
tural Service, USDA. In this
start of the parade.
touch of regal glitter to the
position he handled facts and
Billiken Day parade, in which Carla and Otis will return to
figures necessary for making
they will appear. The Bud Bllli- Nashville, Tenn., late Saturday
the U.S. Public Law 480 food
WE RESERVE
ken Day celebration is present- afternoon for their scheduled
aid agreements with developRIGHT
THE
ed as a ,7ivic service by the appearance.
ing countries.
Chicago Daily Defender, and is
TO LIMIT
In fiscal year 1967, Pakistan
sponsored by The Defender! Both the Charlotte and Nashreceived over $90 million in food
engagements
ville
part
of
are
Charities.
aid from the U.S. In his new
Chicago Mayor Richard J. the itinerary of The Otis Redposition, Dr. Freeman will
Daley
is among the many dig- ding Revue, which is currently
work with the country attache
who will participate in touring the nation and includes
nitaries
• Lourelwood Center
• Gistwell it Barron
in reporting on local agricull a show at New York's Shea
• National or Jackson
• Chelsea at Thomas
parade.
the
FREEMAN
DR.
T.
development
market
and
ture
• Ouinc• at Sea Isle
• Northgate Shopping Cm.
!Stadium (where The Beatles
The selection by the Chicago appeared in 1965) on July 25 to
• Macon at Wells Station
activities, and in the planning
• Southland Mall
has
He
also been a medical Daily Defender of Otis and
and operation of the P.L. 480
be hosted by popular New York
program within the country. aid with the Veterans Ad-' Carla as the headliners of the Disc Jockey, Murray The K"
Billiken
Day celebration and Kaufman.
Pakistan imports from the i ministration Hospital, Kansas
parade adds another jewel to
United States wheat, vegetable 1 City, Mo.
their crown as "The King And Otis Redding will take time
oils, sorghums, cotton, and toSave Del Farm cash register tapes
Dr. Freeman was accom- Queen Of The Memphis Sound." off from the tour to play host
bacco, much of this shipped
panied
to
his
new
Indeed
a
it
assignment
is
vivid
National
delegates
example
to
the
to
the
for a lc. refund to your church or
under the Public Law 480 food
aid program. The major ag- by his wife, Laura, and their :of the great popular acceptance Association of Radio Announcer
favorite charity.
and response to the "Memphis (NARA) convention at his
ricultural products it exports sons, Dale and Dwayne.
to the U.S. are raw jute, jute
fabrics, wool, gums, and sheepskins.
Dr. Freeman received his
Ph.D. from the University of
Wisconsin, Madison, in 1965.
He received his BS and MS
degrees from Prairie View
A & II College, Prairie View,
Texas, in 1953 and 1962, respectively.
He was county agent in two
Texas counties, Upshur and
Angelina, from 1958 to 1962.
—
•

NINE CONVENIENT
DEL FARM FOOD
STORES

Memphis t!CO
Graduates At
Goodfellow AFB

SAN ANGELO, Tex. —Staff
Sergeant Hermie L. Brown.
son of Mrs. Hattie Brown of
934 Tampa Ave., Memphis, has
been graduated from the U.S.
Air Force Senior Noncommissioned Officer Academy at
Goodfellow AFB, Tex.
The sergeant, who received
advanced military leadership
and management training, is
analysis
communications
a
specialist at Goodfellow.
He attended Melrose High
School. During off-duty hours
at Rhein-Main AB, Germany,
he attended classes conducted
by the University of Maryland
European Division.
His wife, Bobbie, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Jones of 842 Grant St.,
Clarksdale, Miss.

Singer Tommy Hunt, whose latest recording "Complete Man" has skyrocketed to the
top of a few local record charts across the
nation, participates In the Chicago Daily De.
fender's "Keep A Cool Summer" campaign
by calling local residents and asking them
to become boosters of the program. Aiding
the handsome singer (right front) are other
personalities interested in keeping Chicago

FARM
FRESH
WHOLE

free of riots this summer. They are (from
left): Marlene O'Reilly, director of newspaper services, Lee Dale Associates publicity firm; Patricia Mackey, Chicago choreographer; Hollis Williams, publicity director, Modern Productions, Inc. Los Angeles:
Count Sims, of New York City, and model
Gail Snyder, also of Lee Dale Associates.

CAKE MIXES 9.10

With coupon and purchase of $5.00 or more exBeer, Tobacco, Fresh Milk, lei" Milk
and lcia Milk. Limit on• coupon p•r custamair:
Coupon iaxpires July 18, 1967.

cluding

SGT. IL L. BROWN

BARGAIN CENTER — The
Junior League of Memphis
Is getting ready for its
"Nickel, Dime and Quarter" sale to lie held Thurs.

OVER 8001000 PEOPLE CAME 10
Til RACES 1118 JOIN Rill
Alsemis SEAM '67*
Ng 811.11.* MEW every
rice* lilaIru imakis
12rimilk except shiv*
lb Piton*
every ut.
lit allimed level*ruin
hie Ormintiir*amine
aim*Eli delk lst &
Eiurues*lac fres
*
25 con*'Mtge
55 mg memplas,rho. *

day through Saturday, July
13-15 at 2711 Union Extended, Seen *here in front af

the store are Miss Debra
Elaine Brooks and Miss
Edith James.

ire Sale
SEARS AUTOMOTIVE CENTER

Open 8:30 a.m. 'til 9 p.m.

3-Danis Only!
18 Month Wearout Guarantee
h • 6 iffilEttt
f 1 1 1 ifflifilf: ircfr
ALLSTATE Passenger Tire Guarantee
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the tire. replace it charging only
the proportion of current regular selling prices plus Federal
Excise Tax that represents
tread used.
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Your 0141 .1 ii

Visit Sears Third Sr. Tire Department.

SATURDAY MATINEE 1:30 P.M. — LADIES FREE
EVENING POST TIME 2:00 P.141.

SHOP AT SEARS AM) SAVE
Satisfaction Guaranteed or
Your Money Beek

Sears

1111T11 Ai
I .1240 Southland Mall

1101112116311 MOP 001.

396

POPI

AR

1570 Poplar
432-1311

Tires and Batteries .Now Available 'ft Thes. Sears Stores
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• REST MEMPHIS
2744111
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Watkins

304 Bread.rer
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LEAGUE" — Mrs. Yogi
Berra. left, and Mss. Penny
Reynolds visit with Charles
Williams, vice president of
Schenley Distillers company in Shea Stadium's Diamond club in New York

ARCHIE MOORE RETURNS isultant to many of the 0E0's
Archie Moore, former lightl War on Poverty programs, parheavyweight champion of the ticularly the Job Corps camps.
world, is making a comeback "In my visits I have found
but the 53-year old ex-champ that these programs help an
is campaigning in a different awful lot. Sometime the adarena these days. Moore has ministration or progression of
left the ring to lead the fight these programs seem slow an
In curbing juvenile delinquency. tedious, but on the whole th,
This current combat is just as are genuine," Moore beamed.
intensive for the veteran of "Job Corps give the youngmore than 21.10 fights as if the ster a basic chance to earn
champi.onship were at stake. the necessities to sustain him
This writer was convinced ef and companionship with his
Moore's sincerity just moments peer group," Moore maintains.
after a scheduled interview in When asked about some of
have ochis Rivermont suite got under- the rumbles which
Job
way near the midnight hour. curred at some of the
was quick
Archie was in town last Fri- Corps camps Moore
to point out some of the causes.
day to referee a portion of the
1-1e listed the lack of adequate
bouts staged as a part of the recreational
and
f a c ilities
boxing card held at Catholic
Congressional
appropri!skimpy
High gymnasium. The fighting
amad tons as the main reasons.
!pitted several promising
co- "Boys in Job Corps are inBesides
teurs of this area.
experienced and are unable to
inciding with Moore's interest,
project their personalities. The
was
here
stop
his
in youth,
personnel
has to set good exHaralso a favor to Shelton
amples. You can't get respect
rison, former boxer in the pro
you don't give it," Moore
ranks and coach at Memphis If
beamed.
dignet patients at the Flush•
right before they joined 14
State University, who helped
Retired from the ring for
Met baseball player wives
ing Hospital and Medico
promote the matches here five years, Moore found out
to
at the annual Dubonnet
Center which is located
last week.
that qualifying as a programWine. Food and Fashion
Ageless Archie is presently mer for the government can
is
the
stadium
and
near
the
luncheon.
The
event
show
Mets' wives' pet charity. employed by the Office of Eco- entail quite a bit of red tape.
is held each year to raise
nomic Opportunity as a con- His original request was turned
funds for the care of indown because he lacked the
--necessary formal education.
"Being a man of intense dedication I refused to take the
govenment's word that I wasn't
qualified to work in some of its
programs.
"I was selling a needed service. That is how to cope with
the problem youngster of today whose basic drives are to
destroy property, steal, cheat,
lie and to find identity in the
wrong way. I propose to channel this youngster's potential
in the right direction and give
each of them some moral fiber."
Moore's unique plan is called
his ABC (Any Boy Can) club.
The program is geared to self
discipline as instructor Moore
puts his classes through drills
of good behavior. The self defense training appears to be
the key instruction received by ,
the 8 to 15 year old boys, but
the class is cautioned to use its
newly found prowess only when
necessary. Moore feels that the
basic function of the ABC
school is to teach a respect
for the property of others and
sive a sense of identity as
each boy now can walk through
his neighborhood and not be
afraid of the so-called bully.
I acted as one of Moore's
students as be demonstrated
while this interview approached the wee hours of the morning. He demanded of this writer
the same undivided attention
that must be given by his
regular ABC enrollees. As I
hid behind my left jabs and
Light
improved on my recoiling the
lesson culminated with the remeat
peating of some appropriate
chunk
poems.
MOORE STILL CAGY
"Boxing has its flurries and
it will take exciting guys to
generate fan interest," was
Moore's description of the
0 7_ ,
‘4E HONOR present status of the sport.
at avoiding
GOVERNMENT Archie was adept
getting in the middle of the
FOOD STAMPS Cassius "Muhammad Ali" ClayUnited States Army controversy.
"I have always found Clay
a dedicated person and it is
not for me to sit in judgment
on him," Moore said. Now that
Jumbo 21C
Clay has been stripped of his
title Moore was asked who did
he feel would emerge as the
new champ "Whoever wins
it will be someone who is uninteresting to me. I would rather speculate on who is going to
be the next president," Archie
commented as he prepared for
bed.
The winner of 140 knockouts
in
a 28-year ring career was
16 oz
scheduled to leave early last
Saturday morning for a speaking engagement in his native
"South America." Moore was
to address a group of Upward
LIPTON TEA
Bound students at Tougaloo
College just outside the city
8 oz. Pkg. or
limits of his hometown of
Jackson, Mississippi.

MEMPHIS LARGEST FOOD Si ORES

•

BOLD NEW TONIC DRINK...SMIRNOFF SKYBALL
Crisp—clean—cold—the Smirnoff Skyball leaves all other tonic drinks back
on the pad. Bolder.Colder. With a taste that goes lots farther. Because there's
not too much mixer to dampen the fuel. Pour Smirnoff on-the-rocks. Add
tonic.Lime if you like. Whoosh! Nothing on earth more delicicnss!

leaves you breathless

VODKA

,

THAN'S
LOAN

EAST-5014 POPLAR (At Menden.iuW
MIDTOWN-1620 MADISON

vlsiciRETANTS
DINNERS

3
BABY FOOD 5 4
HEINZ

Halves
or Slices

oz

Apple

- Grape

JELLY
JAM

FRED MONTESI

OLEO
Lb.

$10T,

6Y2 oz

25'30.

SPAM

49'

29

MORTON'S

PECAN
PIES 49c

-4(4

LIPTON
TEA
WITH COUPON

BALLARD or PILLSBURY

BISCUITS
For

FRED MONTESI

48 ct. Bags or

FRED MONTESI TEA BAGS 100 ct.

23c
9
19

with
coupon and $5.00 additional purchase, excluding
value of coupon rnerchandis• (fresh mill, products and

V•no.

tobacco also excluded in compliance with state law). 10--pow
One coupon p•er +family. Coupon erre ires tlednesday,, ••••
+OW
Noon, July 19.

FRED

WHO WAS1BE BUSIEST
FIGHIER OF ALLTIME?

MONTESI

DUN"AN

HINES

WHITE, YELLOW
DEVILS FOOD

Aim

THE N MAMBO% IN
IS YEARS BEGINNING IN
90S,AVERA6ED EIGHT MOTS
MO ALMOST THRE.E RASSLING
MATCHES A MOWN:AMMAN'
,
NOLLANDERSKV TOTALgc
1.309 FIGHTS AND 307
TUG 0'WARS IN 'WS CAREER!
•••••••1 b••

/MOWN •••••••o

TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
CALL US &SPORE YOU ARE
EARARRASSED

"WE KILL rO LIVE"

CALL

0.1. EVENS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES

PH. FA 7-6033

NEWSBOYS_

SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME

Mother's name

Address

Number of papers wanted weekly__
Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 238 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
I

THE TRI-STATI DEFENDER NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY

The Tri-State Defender Goes 0.Sale honThorsday At The Following Locations:
ALEXANDER SUNDRY
317 Loath
ALDALE CASH GROCERY
862 Wellington
5274150
BUNGALOW SUNDRY
• 3042 CkeTeie
BAILEY'S DRUG STORE
2547 Brood Avenue
BELL'S SUNDRY
4943 Lauderdale
5264940
9
Fr.. D711ivery?
2 p.m pert 7 Dere
COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
1140 College
CENTRAL PRESCRIPTION
.SHOP
550 Vane.
EWING ESSO SERVICE,
g sis
N ..ippi
T7A0.4
Til O
,8
S6

GOSS PHARMACY
...AAR Walker A VIVRA,

f or

'EXTERMINATING CO:

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE

FORD ROAD DRIVE.414
31 99 Ford Reed
GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS
'1101 Firestone
.3
124-9n2
;0LDE7 SUNDRY
2533 Perk Ave.

CAKE MIX
181/2 oz.

14,

NOTICE

RED or YELLOW

HAWAIIAN
PUNCH

PEST

EPSTEIN

NORTHERN

TOWELS

POIMILINHAl
!IRV:Cf •

LOAN OFFICE
11244411 BEAU ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges Oa Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450

TUNA

15' (Y)etl irosw.

HORMEL

12 oz

5 Total
Limit

CONVENIENT
I OCATIONS
I Uit UNE r

176& 178 DEAL STRUT IA 6.5300.

CHICKEN OF THE SEA

BLUE PLATE

8

ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

For

L.

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

FICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUMEN!
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED

HUNT'S

PEACHES

CAN YOU USE

HAWKINS GRILL
1 247 E. Mc Leffler*
J. B. SUNDRY
615 Vence Avenue
/EL DRIVE.114 GROCERY•
.1 560 S. Perkwey E.
JEFFERSON GROCERY
• 4791 Hero Lake Rd.,
JIFFY SUNDRY
2509 Perk Avenel,•
.41
Seee4
52.3700
1 livery .

4

KAUFFMAN DRIVE-IN
GROCERY
1297 Lauderdale
KLONDYKE FOOD
CENTER
1287 Vollentins
276.9509
Fresh Meets & Veg.
KLONDYKE SUNDRY
1293 VollentIne
272-3112
Free Delivery
L &H SUNDRY
142 Silvereg•
MeGOWEN SUNDRY
349 Vence
MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2037 Boyle Await**
_
MODEL LAUNDRY
204 W. Brooks
NEWS MART
Mega:Ines & Ninvepepere
All Out of Tiribll MOWS.
PoPIPS

10$. Mails
526.9648
•
ORIOLE DRUG'
1 014 1.4i•siee1pp1
942-1712
Pros. & Def. Elefill,.
POST OFFICE
BEALE BRANCH'
PANTAZE DRUG 02
209 Boole
PROSPECT RE XALL
2243 S. Bellevue Blvd.
ROYAL SUNDRY
2413 Carnes .
ROSEWOOD *PHARMACY
1918 Leirderdel•
ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Weems .
SANDERS DRUG CO.
585$. Parkway E.
9118.4&31

•\

RUSSELL REXALL DRUG
2445 Chelsea
SILVER STAR
DRIVEAN GROCERY
1 71 W. Mitchell Rd.
SUBURBAN DRUG
• 732 E. Me/Amore
9484576
Pres. & D.I. Service
SUAREZ PHARMACY
104.6 Thomas
525-11811 — 526.9727
Prescriptions & Drugs
STROZIER DRUGS
2192 Chelsea
276.251111
Pres. & Doi. Service
SMITH SUNDRY
1447 Florida
SMITH'S TEXACO
SERVICE STATION
337 Mitc11•11 Rome
TRIGG AVE. SUNDRY
43.5 E. Trig,
TRIPLE A SUNDRY •
303 Vance
VIC'S SUNDRIES
3013 Johnson Avenue
WELLINGTON SUNDRY
WADLINGTON
251 E. McLonsora
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Road
WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspapers & Magazine*
DM All Towne
115 Morro. Avenue
526-9920
L ENOW SUNDRY
2006 Chelsia
LINCOLN SUNDRY
652 Richmond
WELLINGTON ST. SUNDRY
S. Well lovas
PRESCOTT DRUGS
S. Bellevue &Gill
LITTLE LITE SUNDRY
1641 Lathes.
GENERAL DRUGS
2E1 W. ellitchell

